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50 Years Of Marital
Bliss Celebrated
By Allene Gammage-Ahmed
ST. PETERSBURG-Oh,
how it seems like it was'just

yesterday whefi this young
couple were firstjoined togeth

er in Holy Matrimony in the
year 1950. It was the begin

ning of a wonderful and truly
committed relationship that

would blossom and grow in
love for many years to come.

On Saturday, December
23, 2000 at the Coquina Key

Harran Court #96 HostS
A Gala Christmas Partv

continuously give their love to
each other for as long as God
would see them through.
With excitement and antic
ipation, the groom again await
ed for his beautiiul bride to
walk down the aisle with a
glow of modesty on her face,

TAMPA - On December
2,2000 the Harram Court #96

dress - Daughter Addie Ivy
Williams.

hosted a Gala Christmas Party.

Daughter Betty Baker was

Many members, relatives and
friends attended and had a

given a plaque for the 98 & 99
Illustrious
Commandress

great time. Harram Temple
#23 joined in the affair that was

Year. All of the Daughters

surprise gift and certificates

were smiling and looking
good.

were given out to the members
by the Christmas Party Chair

the occasion and scripture;

Community Center, family

Invocation by Mary Taylor,

man - Daughter Robin Burton
- 2nd Lt. Comm., and the out

and friends were present to

musical selections were beau

going Illustrious Comman-

witness this celebration of 50 ' tifully rendered and finally, the
years of marital bliss for James exchange of wedding vows
L. Peikins and Doris McCoy with Elder Theus Young offici
Perkins for their 50th Wedding ating. Elder Young brought a
James Perkins and Doris McCoy Perkins

A Credit Plan For You!

90 DAYS SAME AS CASH!
ESTABLISHED 1904

2200 9th Street South, St. Pete » 822-3741

Please see pg. 5

Music for dancing, cash
bar and a plenty of food for all.
Please see pg. 17

Please Support Our
Paper By Supporting
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Betty Baker, Addie Williams and
Claretha Witherspoon

<L Ijc Weekly Challenger

No Money Down!
Free Gift Just For Coming In.

HOME FURNISHING CENTERS

lot of humor to the ceremony

Clareta

All officers were given a

day.
Elder Irving Presley gave

they both vowed at the alter to

Daughter

held at O.B.C.A. - Tampa, FL.

the same way she’d doneyears
ago, he could never forget that

Anniversary celebration as

Award.

Witherspoon was given a
plaque for the Woman of the

WE BELIEVE
IN PEOPLE

TRI-COUNTY CHALLENGER
BLACK PEOPLE MUST SELL AS WELL AS BUY OR ELSE REMAIN A “BEGGAR RACE’

250
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David Archie And
Ed. Cassidy
Elected To Hospice
Foundation Board

David Archie

Ed. Cassidy

LARGO - David Archie,

a number of boards and com

vice mayor of Tarpon Springs

mittees in Pinellas County and
has received many honors for
his community service efforts

and Ed. Cassidy, marketing
director for the St. Petersburg
Tithes, have been elected to

including from the city of Tar

The Hospice Foundation of

pon Springs, the NAACP, the
Tarpon Elks Club and the Citi

the Florida Suncoast. The Hos

pice Foundation is the fund

raising arm of The Hospice of

zens Alliance for Progress.
Cassidy, in his role as mar

St. Petersburg 1 Clearwater • Tampa • Largo • Palmetto • Tarpon Springs 1 Plant City • Lakeland
Winter Haven < Bartow • Gainesville * Ocala • Crystal River • Brooksville Dunnellon Inverness

Awareness
by Florence Williams Ray
This reference was made by Camille Cosby con
cerning the Voting Rights Act.
We are quickly approaching the 21st Century and
we are wondering, and when I say, I mean others of us
out there who wonder if everyone else out there knows
what the significance of the year 2007 is to black
America?
Did you know that our right to VOTE will expire in
the year 2007? Seriously! The Voters Rights Act signed
in 1965 by Lyndon B. Johnson was just an ACT. It was
-not made alaw. In 1982, Ronald Reagan ame'hdeti lhb"
Voters Rights Act fdr another 25 years. This means that
in the year 2007, we could lose the right to vote!
Does anyone realize the black Americans are the
only group of people who require PERMISSION under
the United States Constitution to vote? In the year 2007,
Congress will once again convene to decide whether or
not blacks should retain the right to vote. (Crazy, but-

true.) In order for this to be passed, 38 states will have

to approve an extension.
This is ludicrous! Not only should the extension be
approved, but also the Act must be made a law. Our
right to vote should no longer be up for discussion,
review and/or evaluation. We must contact our
Congresspersons, Senators, Alderpersons, etc., to put a
stop to this! As bona fide citizens of the United States,
we cannot "drop the ball" on this one! We have come
too far to let government make us take Such a huge step
backward. So please, let us push forward to continue to
budd the momeamm fowaids-gainiiTg equality.
'Please pass this on to others, as we are sure that
many, many more individuals are not aware of this. I
urge all of you that are able to contact those in govern
ment that have your vote and make them aware of our
combined concern for this issue.
One voice!.. .One Vote! You cannot complain, if you
do not participate.

Coca-Cola And UNCF Partner So What
To Launch Internship
Do We
Program
Do Now?
By Kimberley Jane Wilson

the Florida Suncoast.

keting director for the Times, is

WASHINGTON, DC -

Archie is also executive
director of the Citizens Al-

responsible for strategic mar

Well thank God that’s all over,

keting, advertising, promo

I’m talking about the pres

DECEMBER 28 - JANUARY 3, 2001

The 15th Annual Dr.
MLK Awards
Leadership Breakfast

Dr. Dolly Desselle Adams

ST. .PETERSBURG The Dr. Martin Luther King,

Jr., Commemorative Commis
sion in partnership with the St,
Petersbuig Metropolitan'Sec

among her many other current
oiganizational affiliations in
clude: Alpha Kappa Alpha
Sorority, Jack and Jill ofAmer
ica, Southern University Foun
dation, Sisters of Charity

tion of The National Council
of Negro Women welcome

Foundation, Governor’s Advi

your attendance at the 15th
Annual Leadership Awards

olina, Black Women’s Agen

Breakfast to be held on Mon

da, NAACP and chairperson
of

events, community
sponsorships, creative ser

idential election.

vices, research, public relations
and circulation marketing.

into a month long farce that
had the whole world laughing

A graduate of Syracuse

at America. Of course, being

pon Springs to provide support University, where he earned
services to families and chil his bachelor’s degree in com

laughed at by Europe is no

day, January 15th 7:30am at
the St. Petersburg Coliseum,

worse than being laughed at by

535 Fourth Avenue North.

munications and master’s de

a senile old aunt, but the Rus

en family units .and promote gree in communications and
self-actualization of residents public relations, Cassidy is an

sians and Chinese aren’t senile.
Both nations are home to hard

experienced speaker, who reg
in the community.
A civic-minded individual, ularly appears on industry pan
Archie is an active member on els and at seminars!

people who may surprise us

I know many blacks, Jesse

Ebony Magazine. Dr. Adams

Avenue South;

NAACP’s Annual
Emancipation
.
Proclamation Service

Jackson included, are bitterly

is supervisor of The Women’s
Missionary Society of the
African Methodist Episcopal

Realty, 2900 18th Avenue

liarice

for

Progress,

Inc.

(CAP). CAP, a grassroots, notfor-profit, multicultural organi
zation, operates in the African-

American community of Tar

dren. It is designed to strength

tions,

A one-day event turned

someday.

disappointed. Some folks are
L-R: Charlene Crusoe-Ingram, William H. Gray, III, and Jack Stahl

ATLANTA - A corporate

ST. PETERSBURG-You

officers at a reception immedi

intern and scholarship pro
gram that links college stu

are cordially invited to the St.
Petersburg Branch of1 the

ately following the service in

dents and the classroom into

the fellowship hall.

the real world of work is being
launched jointly through an

NAACP’s Annual Emancipa

tion Proclamation Service, to
be held on Monday, January 1,
2001, 11am at Mt. Zion Pro
gressive Baptist Church, 955
Twentieth Street South, St.
Petersburg, FL.

Keynote
address
by
NAACP State President Andora Oba N’Weze.
Music by The Alumni
Singer, under the direction of
Robert L. Anders.

Meet the newly elected

enhanced partnership of The

rate Intern Program will offer

Coca-Cola Company and The
College Fund.

50 minority college juniors

Scheduled for a summer
2001 kick-off, the College

opportunity to earn an acade

Fund and Coca-Cola Corpo

participate in an eight-to-ten

summer internships and the

mic scholarship. Students will
week

on w

w®

FROM THe STAFF
OF THe WeeKlY
CHAlleMGeR AN®

TRi-COUNTY
CHAlleNGeR!
cON’T lRiNK
kRiVe

summer

internship,

working at a Coca-Cola facili

ty in Atlanta, Columbia, MD,
Chicago, Dallas or Irvine, CA.

Guided by a Coca-Cola man
ager and mentor, students will
have the opportunity to work
in seven areas of the Compa
ny: chemistry, engineering,,

finance, human resources,
information technology, mar
keting, and business manage

ment.

Please see pg. 10

talking about marching and

sory Committee of South Car

University

Howard

WHMM-TV.

Tickets may be purchased
We are honored to have as * from the ‘The Weekly Chal
our keynote speaker Dr. Dolly lenger Newspaper” 2600 Dr.
Desselle Adams, recognized as MLK Street South; Resource
one of the “100 most influen Center for Women at Enoch D.
tial Blacks in America” by Davis Center, 1111 18th

Lou Brown

South or by calling members

of The St. Petersbuig Metro

carrying on about a “civil
rights explosion”. I don’t think
that will work. Judging from

Church and the wife of Bishop

politan Section of NCNW at

John H. Adams, AME Senior

one of the following numbers,
86-621, 864-3568 or 822-

the so-so turnout for the Mil

eight years she has served the

lion Family March, it’s pretty

safe to say that we’re all
marched out. No, instead of
dramatic marches and speechPlease see pg. 10

Bishop. For the past twenty-

7258.
10th (Texas), 2nd (MidAtThe event is under the
lantic), 6th (Georgia), 7th, leadership of Rev. M. Mason
(South Carolina) and 11th Walker,
Commemorative
(Florida) Episcopal Districts.

Commission, Chair and Mis.

Dr. Adams is former
National President of The
Links Incorporation. Listed

Mary H. Clowers, NCNW
President.
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Piquant Los Jovan’s
Poinsettia Tea

TVIamiCF JoillS TIlC
Thurgood Marshall
Scholarship Fund

Rambling
With

Charles Howard
"Yesterday has gone, forget it.

Today is here, use it.
Tomorrow may not come,
So don't wait on it."

896-2152
HAPPY NEW YEAR

The Best to you and yours
for the New Year.
I look forward to bringing

you the best chit-chat in town.
Got something going on
that’s really “what’s happen

‘Rambling with Charles’ do
The Weekly Challenger, 2500

Martin Luther King Street

South, St. Petersburg.
*****

UNTIL NEXT YEAR,
JUMP TO IT!

ing” - send your news to

L-R: Dwyane Ashley, John Marshall, Star Jones and Noel Hankin.
WASHINGTON, DC -

The makers of Grand Marnier
liqueur have joined with the
Thurgood Marshall Scholar

ST.

PETERSBURG -

ship Fund, Inc. (TMSF) to
announce the creation of the

This festive event was held at
the home of Mrs. Carrie
Hames on Sunday, December

Grand Mamier/TMSF Law

17th from 4-7pm. Members
and friends enjoyed an

School Scholarships.
Four scholarships will be
awarded to students whose

evening of music and tasty

college careers exemplify a

treats. Mrs. Mary Murph of

commitment to academic ex
cellence, and who have been
accepted to enter law school in
tiie fall of 2001 at one of the
nation’s historically black pub

the Sickle Cell Disease Foun

dation gave a brief overview of
the disease. Mrs. Anne Killen,

presented Mrs.
Murph with a check in the
amount of $200 for the Foun
President

dation.
Piquant Members: Mrs.

Anne Killen, President; Mrs.
Carrie Hames, Secretary; Mrs.

lic colleges and universities
(HBPCUs). First-year law stu

Rachel Otto, Financial Secre

Burgess, Miss. Laura Ander

tary; Mrs. Maye Walker, Trea
surer; Mrs. Lelia Bowers, Mrs.
Lucy Brown, Mrs. Elsie

son, Mrs. Lula Lewis, Mrs.
Luenell Lilly, and Mrs. Morris

Lee Williams.

AnheuSer Busch RecognizeS
OutStanding LegiSlatorS —

dents at Howard University in
Washington, DC, North Car

delighted to be able to help
extend the work of the Thur

ties and obtain the education

good Marshall Scholarship

careers.
TMSF’s member universi

Fund in such a special way. As
the guardian of a 167-year tra
dition of educating African-

needed to start promising

ties use a standard set of crite
ria to select the scholars. The

Journalist
Scholarships
Opened Through
Syracuse University
-

Latino, Asian or native Ameri

Minority students seeking
careers as newspaper journal

can.
To apply he or she must,
by February 10, 2001, submit

NY

SYRACUSE,

ists are invited to apply for

generous awards that combine
graduate scholarships with

a complete application for ad

ty’s master’s program in newspapa- journalism. This re-'
quires taking the Graduate

American merit scholars,
TMSF is instrumental in en

criteria includes: a grade point
average (GPA) of not less than

internships.
The Newhouse Graduate

abling talented young men and
women in reaching their full

3.0; acceptance as a full-time
student at one of the participat

potential at the nation’s histori
cally black public colleges and

ing colleges; a letter of recom

Fellowship/Intemship
in
Newspaper Journalism for Record Examination no later
Minorities underwrites mas than February 1, 2001. The

universities. And what could
be more appropriate, in the
name of Thurgood Marshall,
than dedicating these funds

specifically to the education of
the legal scholars of the

future.”

Established in 1987, Thur

mendation from a professor,
counselor or community ser
vice organization; and mainte

nance of a minimum GPA of

3.0 once the scholarship has
been awarded.
Dwayne Ashley, President
of Thurgood Marshall Schol

the

$50 Syracuse University grad

acclaimed S. I. Newhouse

uate application fee will be

School of Public Communica

waived for all eligible New

tions at Syracuse University
while providing on-the-job

house Fellow candidates.
Winners have included:

training at the Newhouse

Ms. Elita Bradley of Fairfax,

Newspapers.
Two wihners

VA., and Ms. Gloria Gonzales

ter’s

level

study

at

year of Los Angeles, Calif., 1994receive free tuition, monthly 96; Ms. Alisa Rivera, of
stipends of $1,100, health Bronx, NY and Mr. Aigeiio

a

University,

good Marshall Scholarship

arship Fund, said, “we want to
thank Grand Marnier for creat

Southern University & A&M

Fund is the only national orga

ing the Grand Mamier/TMSF

College in Louisiana, and

nization founded for the sole

Law School Scholarships in

Texas Southern University in
Texas are eligible for the schol

purpose of providing merit

support of our mission to pre
pare a new generation of lead

Austin, TX and Mr. Kail Turn
ing which time they also work er of Ruther Glen, VA, 1996-

arships. These four historically

ing the nation’s HBPCXJs and

black law schools are mem

providing programmatic and
capacity-building support to its

ers. As the nation’s oldest high
er education organization fo

as interns at the Syracuse 98; Mr. Jonathan Todd, Southborough, Mass., and Ms.
Newspapers.

unded solely to support histor
ically black public colleges
and universities, we are plea
sed to Continue our support of
students attending our histori
cally black law schools, which

Later, after receiving mas Theresa Cha of Broken Arrow,
ter’s degrees, the awardees OK, 1997-99; Ms. Shelvia
work for a year as ftill-time Dancy, Jacksonville, NC and
apprentices either at the Syra Ms. Paula Saha, Troy, Mich,
cuse Newspapers or at one of 1998-2000; Ms. Michelle
the other Newhouse newspa Hunter of Columbus, GA and
pers across the country, earn Mr. Damian Guevara, San

olina

Central

scholarships to students attend

bers of the TMSF consortium.
In making the announce
ment of the new Grand

40 member colleges and uni
versities.

Mamier/TMSF scholarships,

To date, TMSF has provid

which are incremental to the ed more than $10.7 million in
existing TMSF monies, Juli scholarships to students. TM
Falkoff, VP Product Group SF has helped thousands of

manager for Grand Marnier, young scholars attend its 40
said, “Grand Marnier is member colleges and universi-

produce 58% of the AfricanAmerican Lawyers in this

country.”

insurance coverage and up to Dumenigo of Newark, NJ,
$3,300 in other benefits for 18 1995-97; Mr. Pete Ramirez, of

months of graduate study dur

ing competitive entry-level Antonio, TX, 1999-2001;
Dina Montes, San Antonio,
salaries.

Tobe eligible for the 2001(Maryland); Senator Gloria

Anheuser-Busch is pleased to

Tanner (Colorado); Represen
tative Harold James (Pennsyl

participate in events which rec

vania) and Representative
Thomas E. Wright (North Car

tions of elected officials. He
also said doing so provides an

olina). For more than 10 years,
Anheuser-Busch has best

opportunity for representatives

owed this award upon
NBCSL legislators whom

efforts to address alcohol

have been recognized among
their peers for their high pro
fessional standards and contri

ditions among African-Ameri
cans through minority-owned

butions in office.
“We are delighted to help
further recognize the many

ognize outstanding contribu

of his company to explain their

abuse, improve economic con

ties,” said McKinney. “Their

Anheuser-Busch Companies,

hard work and leadership have

Inc., is the world’s largest

made their parts of the world a

brewer and one of the largest
theme park operators in the

have individuals of their class
and caliber in office to help
shape the policy that affects

U.S. The Company also is a
major manufacturer of alu
minum caps and the world’s

everyone.”

largest recycler of aluminum

McKinney

added

that

graduate degree from an

application forms are available

accredited college or universi
ty in a field other than journal

from Dean Nancy W. Sharp,
305 Newhouse I, Syracuse

ism (with a B average or high

University, Syracuse, N.Y.,
13244-2100. She also can be

er) by June 15th of 2000, be a

United States citizen and either reached by phone, (315) 443African American, Hispanic/ 1124; or FAX 315^43-3946.

Eat Combos During This Season With These Specials!
COMBO #1
3 Pcs. Dark Chicken
1 Sm. Okra or Fries
1 Lg. Soda

$3.99
Mixed 50# extra - White 50# extra

eir outstanding contributions
1 Anheuser-Busch at the 24th

655 Central Ave.
Phone 823-0823

nnual Legislative Confer-

ice of die National Black

aucus of State Legislators
1BCSL). The meeting was
eld December 1 in Charlotte,

[C.
Lewis McKinney, senior

irector of industry & govem-

lent affairs for Anheuserlusch presented his compa-

y’s “Soaring Eagle” award to
Jelegate Nathaniel P. Oaks

TERRIBLE CREDIT OK
0-3% Down
New Programs Avail.

Choose your own home!

Call ALEX "AC" COLE
ANYTIME!
727-773-0505 EXT. 2813
Se habla espanol

BURGER BUSTER MEGA
DEAL - COMBO #2
1 Big Red Double Cheese
1 Lg. Fries • 1 Lg. Soda

$4.99
Add 50# for Bacon

beverage containers.

THERE IS ONLY ONE
RAGE IN THIS WORLD
- THEHIZMAN RACE!
FALL SALE

Salleh,

2003 competition, a candidate Kaysville, Utah, 2000-2002.
Further information and
must have earned an under

COMBO #3

WOODIES
HAT BOX

Fatimah

improve the quality of life in
communities in which the

company does business.
Based in St. Louis,

better place, and we’ re lucky to

NEWS
DEADLINE
IS
SATURDAY
AT NOON

TX and

businesses purchasing pro
grams and other programs to

have made in their communi

contributions these individuals

ST. LOUIS, MO - Four
gislators were singled out for

mission to Syracuse Universi

OPERATION PAR
SELF-SUFFICIENCY
PROJECT
PAR provides substance abuse and men
tal health services for families who
receive cash assistance or are low income
families. Services are offered at no cost to
individuals and are confidential. Services
are available to adults and children.

For more information,
contact Gerald Syrkett
At 727-893-5438
Crack Cocaine Kills People and
Shatters Lives

1 Little Red Cheeseburger

LUNCH SPECIAL
COMBO #4

1 Sm. Fries
1 Lg. Soda

1 Big Red Burger
1 Sm. Fries • 1 Med. Soda

$2.99

$2.99

Add 50<Z for Bacon

Cheese 25<t extra - 11 a.m. - 2 p.m.

ADD 500 for SHAKES on All Combos
••••••••••••

Gizzards For Your Choice Of Finger Foods,
Hot Wings To Spice-Up Your Life.
Get The Chicken Of Your Choice At The Price You Like.

AHspecials end at 11 P.M. except where otherwise stated. No substitutions

on any specials.

"WHERE YOUR DOLLARS MAKE SENSE"

1701 16th Street South
St. Petersburg
Open 10.30 am until 3 am in the morning
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THE BLACK PRESS believes that America can best lead
the world from racial antagonism when it accords to every
man, regardless of race, creed or color, his, human and
legal rights. Hating no man, fearing no man... the Black
Press strives to help every man in the firm belief that all
men are hurt as long as anyone is held back.

MEMBER

Southeast Black

Is Diabetes Killing The Black Race?
by Dr, Jawanza Kuniufu

food dinner without sugar

African

increasing? In the early
1900's Americans only

Historically, only two per
cent of children were type

There is a vicious cycle
with excess glucose. The

should be replaced with
100 percent fruit juice,

largest holiday season
where people will consume

Americans would go nuts

consumed four pounds of

II, but parents have allowed

without sugar-filled cakes,

sugar annually. We now

children to consume their

pancreas produces more
insulin to decrease glucose.

unrefined
honey,
and
molasses. Less effective,

the most food, what should
be the happiest of times,

pies, donuts, pastries, and
ice cream.

consume a whopping 155
pounds of sugar! The Bible

bad diet, therefore 30 per

Many Americans have
become addicted to sugar

but acceptable are aspar

could become most danger
ous for African Americans.

The problem is that our

children. Parents should be

people are dying, and the

says, "We are fearfully and
wonderfully made," how

rate is growing exponen

ever, the body simply can

tially. In the past two
decades, the incidence of

not handle that much sugar.

reported that diabetes is the
third leading killer after

diabetes has grown 500

There are two types of dia
betes: One is genetically

heart disease and cancer
among African Americans.

Historically, black peo

percent. Two-hundred mil
lion people worldwide suf
fer from diabetes. It is the

driven (type I) while type II
is a result of diet. Children
who are bom with diabetes

ple have played diabetes

sixth leading killer among

suffer from a deficient pan-'

off and commonly referred

whites, but as mentioned
previously, it ranks third

creas that does not produce
enough insulin to reduce

As we approach the

In my best seller, Satan, I'm
Taking Back My Health, I

to this deadly disease by

An
Illegitimate
Presidency
by William M. Gravelev
This great democracy of ours will stand the test of

time, in spite of our current fall from grace. The placing
of George W. Bush in the White House by the U. S.
Supreme Court is nothing less than a travesty. It is at best

filled

dessert?

cent of type II diabetics are

charged with child abuse.
The warning signs are

and refined carbohydrates
and so they consume more

tame,
sorbitol,
sucralose.

In

addition,

and

in

my

pop, candy bars, donuts,

book, I also recommend

chips, etc. Throughout the

excessive urination, thirst,
fatigue, overweight, high
blood pressure, and family

day, Americans' sugar level

vitamins, minerals, and
herbs including vitamins D

drastically.

and E, chromium, zinc, and

history. We were wrong

Alcohol also creates a rapid

garlic. It is unfortunate that

when we confined Mama's

rise in glucose. The pan

problem to just sugar. In
my book, Satan, I'm Taking

so many diabetics, particu
larly African Americans

Back My Health, I docu

creas is determined to
reduce the sugar level.
Insulin stores fat which

ment the consequences of

leads to obesity, high blood

fluctuates

don't exercise. Glucose lev
els decline without insulin

saying "Mama has a sugar
problem."
My
first

among African Americans.

their glucose level. Ideally,

the seven whites which

pressure, and strokes, over

What makes diabetes more

we should all be between

include white flour, bread,

a period of time, the body

with exercise which pulls
sugar from the body. I won
der how many African

response would be, if you

dangerous is that half of its

70-110mg. People with a

American diabetics will

victims are unaware of its

glucose level between 110-

rice, noodles, sugar, salt,
and milk, Diabetes is not

becomes insulin resistance.

know you have a sugar

In my book, I docu

increase their exercise regi

problem, why do you con

existence until it's almost

180 are at low risk, 180-

just a result of consuming

ment the answer is not con

ments since they will be

tinue to buy that five pound

too late. Every American

250 moderate risk, 250-400

155 pounds of sugar, but

fined to more insulin injec

increasing their food con

bag of sugar? Why do you

needs to be tested. Diabetes

high risk, and above 400 is

eating pounds of refined

tions. The solution lies in

sumption during the holi

put sugar in almost every:

dangerous.

carbohydrates. The most

the elimination of those

days?

thing you eat? For many of

in its advance stage, leads
to blindness, amputation,

popular American foods

seven whites from our diets

us we have more sugar in

kidney

obesity,

betics are bom type I, the

are white bread, donuts,

and replacing them with

You do not have to suf
fer with diabetes; give

our Kool-Aid or tea than

high blood pressure, stroke,

remaining 90 percent (type

wheat or rye flour and

yourself the two greatest

we have Kool-Aid or tea.

heart disease, and cancer.

II) abused their bodies with

cookies, pasta, crackers,
and potato chips. These are

bread, brown rice, and

gifts during this holiday

We have more sugar than
sweet potatoes. Can you

(Mama has more than a

excess sugar and refined

all refined carbohydrates

wheat noodles. If you must

season - a good diet and

sugar problem!)

carbohydrates and are now
suffering the consequences.

which increase your glu

consume

cose level.

low-fat and baked. Sugar

imagine a Christmas soul

failure,

Why

is

diabetes

Only 10 percent of dia

chips,

choose

exercise. You deserve it!

Colin Powell's or Condoleezza Rice's he places out front

Celebrating The Nguzo Saba - The Seven
Principles Of The Black Value System-----

he will never get the support of the overall African-

bv Ron Daniels

illegitimate, if not illegal. Mr. Bush in his best efforts to
repair the deep wounds inflicted upon the AfricanAmerican community will. fail. No matter how many

was that there is an overar

tions, Karenga developed

National

ching African worldview

Kawaida, the doctrine ,of

as

The United States will go on for many years to come.

Association of Kawaida

with concepts about the

tradition and reason as the-

Karenga

Yet in the eyes of the world we have become the laughing

nature of the spiritual/God
force, organization of soci

oretical/ideological frame

(Unity) - To strive for and

stock in terms of our credibility for demonstrating how

Organizations, under the
leadership of Dr. Maulana

work for constructing a

maintain unity in the fami-

our parents, our teachers,
our leaders and the right

democracy is suppose to work. Anyone who thinks that
the will of the people has spoken, is either blind or igno

Karenga, recently held a
national gathering in Los

ety, and principles/values

new African community in

ly, community, nation and

eousness and victory of our

Saba.

that govern the conduct of

the

rant. An election is suppose to be decided by the voters

Angeles commemorating
the 35th anniversary of the

Cognizant of the fact that

race; Kujichagulia (Selfdetermination) - to define

culture is dynamic and not
static, he knew that it was
impractical to ask Africans
in the U.S. to emulate
uncritically all of thespe-

ourselves, name ourselves,
create for ourselves and
speak for ourselves instead
of being defined, named,
created for and spoken for

struggle. What a beautiful
and powerful set of values
and principles!
One year after Dr.
Karenga proclaimed the
Seven Principles of the
Black Value System for use

Dr. Maulana Karenga cre
ated the Nguzo Saba, the
Seven Principles of the
Black Value System, they
are recited in independent
;black schools around the)

cific concepts and practices
of traditional .African soci

by
others;
Ujima by African people -in
(Collective
Work and America and the world, he
Responsibility) - to build created
Kwanzaa,
the
and maintain, our commu African American holiday
nity together and make our which is observed from
sister's and brother's prob December 26th to January
lems our problems, and 1st each year. If you are
solve
them
together; among the millions of
Ujamaa
(Cooperative Black people who celebrate
Economics) - to build and Kwanzaa, you are aware

American community.

not the courts.
If we were to look at other states no doubt we would

find various problems. However, Florida has had too, too

many problems for this election to be called legitimate.
Much of what has happened in this, state in the course of
this,.election hag beetya vjplqtion ofpiyil rights. Katherine

The

men and women in society
that are evident across the
introduction of the Nguzo continent inspite of particu
Saba, the Seven Principles lar ethic differences among
of the Black Value System Africa’s rich variety of peo
to Africans in America. The? ple.
In
the
traditional
Nguzo’Sabri was"created by'

United

States.

Dr. Karenga, one of the
most systematic and innov
ative
thinkers
the
Nationalist movement pro
duced in the 20th century.

African way of life, the
spiritual/God force per
vades everything, hence
"religion" with its moral
and ethical imperatives is

the list for themselves, purged people from the rolls.

Dr.'Karenga has consistent
ly argues that "the key cri

not separate and apart from
other aspects of life.

people need to examine the
virtues of the African
worldview and traditional

Mind you this was done between the primaries and the

sis in black life is the cul

Communalism or the shar

African society and extrap

general election. Many of these people were innocent,

tural crisis." He is consid

ing of land and resources

olate from these sources

others had only minor violations of the law, while many
of those who were felons had had their rights restored.

ered one of the founders

on a collective basis is the

the values and principles

and principal architects of

This should have been understood by the Supreme Court

Cultural Nationalism.
Ever searching

cornerstone of the organi
zation of society. Within

Harris, the Secretary Of State of Florida, the very person
who is charged with certifying the election, paid a com
pany 4 million dollars to produce a list of supposed

felons. This list was sent to each county elections super
visor without verification of its validity. Subsequently

many of the supervisors of elections, without verifying

as a violation of the equal protection clause.
Then, there are the thousands of students who regis

for

tered to vote and their names never found their way to the

avenues to advance the res
cue and restoration of

voting rolls. Was this to be blamed on the students as
ignorance, as was the problems with the butterfly ballots

African people to our his
toric place of greatness, the

and the punch cards.
Who was it that ordered the profiling of citizens as
they attempted to get to the polls. Road blocks and ques

young Karenga turned to

ety. In order to move for
ward in the modem era,
Karenga rea*soned, African

The Seven Principles

than we inherited it; Imani

Dr.

(Faith) - to believe with all

Umoja

our hearts in our people,

elaborated
are:

by

that the Seven Principles of

vance of that principle. In
effect, Kwanzaa functions

as an annual reminder, a
refresher course about the
meaning

of the

Nguzo

, Thirty-five years after

country, cited in important)
socio-economic and politi
cal treatises and commen
taries and appear on t-shirts
and posters. The Nguzo
Saba have become an inte
gral part of the fabric of the
culture of the Nationalist
community and the black
community at large in this

which can be utilized to
reconstruct African com

maintain our own stores,
shops, and other business

the Black Value System are

country and the world. The
black world will forever be

es, and to profit from them

central to the celebration of

indebted to the fortitude

traditional African society,
the extended family is the

munities today! The appli

together; Nia (Purpose) -

this magnificent holiday.

and genius of Dr. Maulana

cation of reason to tradition

Each of the seven days of

Karenga, the most formida

institution

led Karenga to create the

to make our collective
vocation the building and

Kwanzaa is named after

ble cultural nationalist of

developing of our commu
nity in order to restore our

one
of
the
Seven
Principles. Every evening

our time, for this monu

basic

from

which all else flows. The

Nguzo Saba, the Seven

African family is governed
by an elaborate web of

Principles of the Black
Value System to govern the

people to their traditional

during Kwanzaa, whether

mutual duties and responsi
bilities which comprise a.

building of new African

greatness;

communities and as a guide

(Creativity) - to do always

in the home or at a public
celebration, a candle is lit

to regulate the conduct and
behavior of African people

in recognition of the princi

abiding members of society was at best unethical if not
down right illegal. If this was not a systematic order from

social security safety net
for all the members of a

as much as we can, in the

sustained Africans since

way that we can, in order to

ple of the day and general

the dawn of recorded time.

kinship group.

in our relations with each

leave our community more

ly there will be a discussion

the top ranks of government, then individual officer? are

What Karenga observed

other.

beautiful

and beneficial

of the meaning and rele

guilty of violating the rights of the very citizens they are

Remembering Military
Families During The Holidays

tioning of people as they exercised their rights as law

hired to protect. Of course none of this was looked on as

problem by Mr. Bush and Mr. Chaney since by their own
admission they can't imagine what it's like to be profiled.

The real travesty of this election lies in the Irony of it

all. The very candidate that stood up and proclaimed "I

Africa in his quest to dis
cover the time tested values
and principles that have

Based on his observa-

Kuumba

mental contribution to the
rescue and restoration of
African people.

WE WELCOME
YOUR LETTERS
TO THE EDITOR

easier.

Daddy can't be home to

ones, but what about the

Military spouses suddenly

open presents on Christmas

military family who just

personnel make extensive
sacrifices that civilian fam

find themselves in the role

or watch the fireworks on

moved to a new town and

ilies don't. If you know a

country's chance to keep

of single parent - donning

New Year's Eve with them.

can't afford to travel to see

military family suffering

peace around the world, to

the hats of mother, father,

Over the years the mil

family or friends?

through deployment, con

military families it means
long separations, emotional

itary family moves often -

Another way that mili

sider making them a part of

being done by a bipartisan group, as well as independent

endures great hardship, but
is often overlooked, is the
military family. Most of us

accountant, mechanic and

lifestyle

full-time chauffeur of the
family - and they are often

relinquishing a stable home
life, leaving behind friends,

tary families sacrifice is the
emotional toll from worry

your family over the holi
days. Offer to take a family

observers. Somehow the lack of standards was a violation

do not stop to think about

and enduring an erratic

ing over the safety of their

portrait by the Christmas

the

adjustments. Whereas cor
porate parents may say

in cities where they have no

of the equal protection clause, not considering all the

family to call on for sup

civilian career - and the

loved one and the stress of

tree to send to the deployed

port.

negative impact of this

this

Military

family member, or give

trust the American people", fought tooth and nail to make

Year's Day.
While most Americans

have

sure that all the votes were not counted. The whole case

bv Patty Erickson
During the holiday sea

before the U. S. Supreme Court was that, because there

son, many of us turn our

think of deployment as our

were not uniform standards for counting votes in all 67

attention to those in need.

counties with their various voting machines and ballots
that people could not be trusted to discern the will or

However, one group that

intent of the voter. This, in spite of the fact that this was

responsibilities

and

distress

and

it

much

lifestyle.

other equal protection violations that took place. How are

hurts that these families

goodbye to their children

or were the rights of those disenfranchised voters rights

bear - especially around the

for the next eight hours,

Deployment during the

transient lifestyle often hits

spouses are reluctant to

them long distance phone

protected when their votes were not counted.

holidays. Throughout the

parents leaving for deploy

holidays means that the

home hardest during the

express frustrations when

cards to keep in touch. If

There are deep wounds that have been inflicted on the

year, they sacrifice time

ment say goodbye for the

military dependents com

holidays. Of course most

talking with their deployed

you know a military family

African-American community, wounds akin to those

spent with their spouse or

next six months. Imagine

memorate Christmas din

civilian families will expe

partner, they put aside dis

who is new in town, invite

inflicted on the Hutus and the Tootsies by each other with

parent during deployments,

missing the birth of your

ner and ring in the New

rience a move due to a job

gust at living in a subzero

them over for a New Year's

sharp machetes. The man with the fork tongue, we must

they sacrifice friendships

child; fearing your infant

Year as an incomplete unit,

transfer at some point, but

climate for the next three

Day meal. However you

now call Mr. President has served to only pour salt in

and a stable home life each

will forget who you are; or

while the deployed mem

military

are

years, and they try to keep

may choose to help a mili

these wounds. Only time (4 years) and a new President

time they

move across

feeling guilt over knowing

ber spends the day without

uprooted every few years.

the holiday mood festive

tary family, consider it a

can heal these wounds. One thing we now know is that

country, and they sacrifice

your spouse is struggling

family in a foreign, or even

In fact, "uprooted" is a mis

even though part of their

small thank you for how

money really can buy you anything, even the Presidency

peace of mind because they

alone, while at the same

hostile country. Imagine

nomer, because they are

family is away.

they have contributed to

of the United States of America.

love someone in a danger
ous occupation. These

time worrying that your

how heartbreaking it must

never in one place long

So as you consider

our liberty. By helping

family will do a little too

be for a parent consoling a

enough to plant deep roots.

helping those in need this

them, you are giving peace

stresses are only magnified
from Thanksgiving to New

well without you. The fam

child who doesn't under

This is a season intended to

holiday season, recognize

ily left at home doesn't

stand

be celebrated with loved

that the families of military

of mind to a military mem
ber risking so much for us!

NEWS DEADLINE IS:
12 NOON SATURDAY

why

Mommy

or

families
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WOMAN'S
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Spending The Holidays With p^ommSer^611 Luster Products Kicks Off
PCJ $5,000 Grand Prize
Dad
Annual "Women Of Readers Club
Distinction" Awards
CHICAGO-Felecia Sav

purling and familiarizes them

age took to the airways to
spend the Christmas holidays
with someone very special, her

with black authors,” Weathers

ST. PETERSBURG - In

profession, company or corn-

conjunction with its Women’s

dad, Sam Savage and wife

Symposium scheduled for

Francine in We ‘windy city’ of

March 8,2001, The Women’s

munity. Nominations are open
to the community at large. To
receive a nomination form,

Chicago, Illinois.
This was daddy’s girls’

Council of the St. Petersbuig
Area Chamber of Commerce
is accepting nominations for its

contact Dianne Caton at the
Chamber, (727) 821-4069.

awards. Recognizing two out
standing women in business

held this year at the University
of South Florida (Bayboro/St

Christopher

being able to create her very
own snowman, quite the oppo
site of what she’d be doing if

and volunteerism who have
demonstrated a lasting and

Petersburg campus), this
marks the third year for the

Deborah Hopkinson, Sweet
Clara and the Freedom Quilt.

she were home for the holi

positive contribution, the dead

Women of Distinction awards.

Decisions of foe judges are

line for nominations is 5pm on

Designed to recognize those

final. Let your PCJ style shine

January 5,2001.
Judged by an esteemed

women making a significant
impact in our communities, the

panel of women business lead
ers and past honorees, the

nominees and award winners
will particularly enjoy this

Women of Distinction awards

year’s keynote speaker, Faye
Waddleton' president of the

you’d think she had plans to
stay for more than just the
week.
Felecia is also the grand
daughter of Deacon Joseph

grandfather to sing holiday
songs to help cheer him up
while hospitalized. After the
very first song, he looked at
her somewhat in dismay as if
to say, “Oh Lisa, please!”

favorite hair care brand, Luster
Products, has come up with foe

geographical regions.
Each essay should include

greatest duo ever - reading and
shopping! Girls of all ages love

a title page (not considered part

ing yourself in your essay,
because better reading skills
could lead to better things, like

of foe word requirement limit)

a free shopping spree at a

of the Year and a Community
Service Woman of the Year.
Along with a brief biographi

Center for Gender Equality, a
not-for-profit research, policy

to be up to date on foe latest - with foe following informa
fashion trends while parents tion: title of your book report,
are more concerned with their your birthdate, complete

major department store.
The PCJ Pretty-N-Silky

development and education

education. What better way to

cal form, applications require
summarizations of the nomi

stylishly improve their reading

promote strategies-for disman
tling the obstacles that impede

skills than to enter in foe PCJ

name, address (including zip
code) and telephone number.
Entries become foe property of
Luster Products and will not be

especially for young girls’ hair.

institution created in 1965 to

damage and irritation. And for

It’s easy! Just read one of

returned.
One winner per age group

foe selected books from foe

(ages 5-9 and ages Iff-14), in

includes NutrientSheen Mois

booklist found in every spe
cially marked PCJ Pretty-N-

each judging region, will be

turizing Conditioner, an inten

Silky kit, or visit foe website at

chosen in each of four contest
periods. In each age group, 16

sive treatment that helps insure
healthier and better-condi

www.lusterproducts.com. You

regional prizes will be award

also can obtain a list by writing

ed, two Grand Prize gift certifi

tioned hair.
Luster Products, Inc. is foe

to foe address below. To enter,
girls within foe age groups, 5-9

cates (one per .age group), for
up to $5,000 worth of mer

leading African-American
owned manufacturer of hair

and 10-14, must write a book

chandise from a national retail

care products for people of

report and mail it to PCJ

er, also will be awarded.

African descent worldwide. In

nees’ professional and/or civic
involvement, recognition and

full equality for women.

significant Contributions to her

things, no matter how ridicu
lous they may seem to make
others happy, he smiled with

acceptance of the somewhat
musical gesture.
We look forward to hear
ing from Felecia and all the fun
she had in Chicago while
spending the holidays with

buffet, plan ahead and eat

iday season with a minimum

something light before going

of weight gain.
People need to remember
that weight-gain can happen

so you are not starving,”

through foe entire holiday peri
od that continues past New

then walk away from foe buf

said

Linda

Bobroff, an associate professor
in foe department of family
youth and community sci
ences with UF’s Institute of

some of your favorite recipes

to make them a little bit lower
in fat or calories,” Bobroff

gies can help people minimize
holiday weight gain. They

said. “For example, in a recipe
that calls for a mixture of meat
and vegetables, add lots of

extra vegetables and use less
meat.” .
But to really cut foe calo
ries, Bobroff said cooks can

substitute orange juice for foe

dairy ingredients with perfect

include planning for eating sit

ly satisfactory results,
“We have to look at both

uations and looking for ways

parts of foe calories in-calories

to make traditional recipes

healthier. But she said one

out equation and try to be
physically active,” Bobroff

thing people shouldn’t try to
do is skip foods that make foe

said. “Instead of just watching
football on TV, get out and

holidays special.
“You don’t want to deny

play some touch football with

yourself foe pleasures of foe

holidays,” Bobroff said. “And

POWER
OF THE
WORD

good Marshall Scholarship

Fund; Maya Angelou, James
Cone, Frederick Douglass,
W.E.B. Dubois, Marcus Gar

your family or friends.”

“Or at least take a walk

after dinner,” she said.

one of those pleasures is enjoy

WE WELCOME VOUR
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

CALENDAR

for foe sold purpose of provid

ing merit scholarships to stu

year 2001, Grand Marnier is

good Marshall, “A child bom
to a Black mother in a state like

proud to present ‘Power of foe

Mississippi - by merely draw

Word,” an African-American
history calendar, created in

ing its first breath in foe demo
cracy has exactly foe same

partnership with foe Thurgood.
Marshall Scholarship Fund.

black, foe calendar includes in
spiring quotations from some

month includes milestones in

1
i

American Black History.
Thematic notes of Pride,

Hope,

Change,

i

Integrity,

Dream, and Inspiration are

worked throughout foe calen
dar pages with foe use of foe

quotations. From Toni Morri

son comes “Race is foe least
important piece of information

we have about another person.
Forcing people to react racially

to another person is to miss foe
whole point of humanity.”
And from Justice Thur

leges and Universities.
The TMSF is committed
to preparing a new generation

a 1BIBJBJB1BJBJ31313131B131B13IB1B1B1B15151B1B13JB1B1B1 0
1
i

Designed in vibrant red and

of history’s most important
Black leaders, and, each

dents attending foe nation’s
Historically Black Public Col

i

Sk ear Essence

i

TOTAL HAIR CARE

i

Extension Weaving and Braiding

1

328-7189
328-7289
3425 22nd AVENUE SOUTH
ST. PETERSBURG, FL 33711
TUES.-THURS. 9 AM-10 PM
■ FRI. 9 AM-9 PM ♦ SAT. 7 AM-8 PM
- WALK-INS WELCOME - ,

AND

i E&&e*tce -dwnaa.
ii
(727) 419-1509

1
1
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!
I
i

i
i
I
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i
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PCJ relaxer products have

lower levels of active ingredi
ents, so there is less chance of
added protection, foe PCJ kit

addition to PCJ Pretty-N-Silky

Club, 8 S. Michigan Ave., Ste.

by an independent panel of

1510, Chicago, IL 60609.

authors and educators based

relaxer kit, foe Luster Products
company produces several

Book report entries from girls
in foe 5-9 age group must be
100-1250 words ; in length;
book report entries from girls

length. Only one essay may Tie

upon originality creativity,
clarity, organization and writ
ing. Serving as judges are edu
cators: Dorothy Weathersby,
principal, and teachers Marsha
Blair and Kimberly Buckles.
“This is a good program. It

submitted by each entrant, dur-

gets students back involved in

in foe 10-14 age group must be
between 500 and 750 words in

of leaders by providing merit ,

scholarships and programmat
ic support to students. To fur

other hair care products: Pink

Oil Moisturizer, S-Curl and
Designer Touch, their profes
sional line. To obtain more
information about Luster prod

ucts, please visit foe Web site at
www.lusterproducts.com.

Reading Is
Vitamins For The Hind

ther these goals, Grand Mar

nier, in conjunction with

I

TMSF, has recently anno
unced foe Grand Marnier Law

School Scholarships, provid
ing assistance to first year law

school students at Howard
University in Washington, DC,

A&M College in Louisiana

national organization founded

relaxer system was created

All essays will be judged

-son, Malcolm X, Walter
Mosley, Colin Powell, Sonia

The Thurgood Marshall
Scholarship Fund is foe only

NEW YORK - For foe

Express Yourself! Readers
Club Essay Contest.

North Carolina Central Uni

and Alice Walker.

2001

-

vey, Dick Gregory, Langston
Hughes, James Weldon John-

Sanchez, Mary Church Terrell

“One option is to change

period of time,” Bobroff said.
“It’s not unusual for individu

Bobroff said several strate

spokesperson for foe Thur

said a little creativity can yield

in one or two days but over a

tently year after year the
pounds do add up,” she said.

fessional basketball player and

foe food.”
But what about • when
entertaining at home? Bobroff

still tasty and traditional.

gain several pounds.
“And if we do that consis

a

fet and socialize, making sure
you eat slowly and really enjoy

a menu that is low in fat yet

tying and not exercising to

Additional quotes are
included from Ray Allen, pro

of things that look very good,

ences.
“People don’t gain weight

iday time preparing food, par

I challenge anyone to say it is
not a goal worth working for.”

Bobroff said. ‘Take a little bit

Food and Agriculture Sci

als who spend a lot of their hol

foe wealthiest person in foe
United States. It’s not sure, but

moderation to help them get

fect recipe for individuals
looking to get through the hol

Day,

rights as a white baby bom to

Bobroff said rather than

through foe season.
“If there is going to be a

Year’s

Grand Marnier Presents
“Power OFTKe Word”
Calendar For 2001 —

ing special holiday foods.”

nutritionist says this is the per

CHICAGO

Express Yourself! Readers

dad.

should rely on planning and

Curtis,

through by uniquely express

granddaughter loves doing

denial, holiday party-goers

Paul

author of Bud Not Buddy; and

ing each contest period in four

Knowing just how much his

denial please.
A University of Florida

tah Girl’s series of five books;

Your

recognize a Business Woman

Savage. Before her departure
to Chicago, she visited her

planning, oh, and hold, the

of children’s books: Deborah

annual Women of Distinction

days. From the looks of the
baggage she carried with her,

GAINESVILLE - Take a

American youth. “ Also serv
ing as judges are noted authors

Gregory, creator of foe Chee

ture and spoke much about

touch of restraint, a pinch of

ing more among our African-

Presented at the annual
Women’s Symposium, to be

first time flying alone but she
was excited about her adven

UF Nutritionist Says
Holidays Need Not Be
A Weighty Problem

by said. “It’s great that Luster
is doing this to encourage read

versity, Southern University &
and Texas Southern Universi

Beauty Palace a
Shirley Brown-Stylist/Owner

Barber Services • Hair Consultant
Services • Manicurist • Nail
Maintenance • Massage Therapist
• Skin Care & Make-Up

ty The first beneficiaries of foe

new scholarships will begin
law school in 2001.

To donate to foe Thurgood
Marshall Scholarship Fund

and learn more about the
‘Power of foe Word” calendar
please call (917) 663-2294.

SAVE
WATER!

CALL FOR APPOINTMENTS • WALK-INS WELCOME

Monday - Saturday
Standard Hours
of Operation

727-827-3951
1717 1st AVE. N.
St. Petersburg

FAMILY EYE CARE

DR. DEBORAH FLANAGAN

■
■
■
■
■

BOARD CERTIFIED
OPTOMETRIC PHYSICIAN
Eye Examinations
Eye Diseases
Contact Lenses
Children's Vision
Vision Nutrition Therapy

"A Personal Touch from Caring Professionals"
We accept or match most
Insurance Vision Care plans.
2914 FIRST AVE. NORTH 321 -6600
AMERICAN EXPRESS - DISCOVER - VISA - MASTERCARD • GIFT CERTIFICATES
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so
but

fx-om

1

emphasized the impor

tance and seriousness of Gods
oidainment of love and mar
riage. “Here you are at the alter

again, Brother Perkins, you are
both well seasoned seniors in
marriage,” he stated. “You
have a story to tell and you can
now write a book of life, love
and how to achieve a happy
and lasting marriage. Under
the guidance of God, He has

blessed you with a beautiful
family - your daughters, Joce
lyn D. and Beverly Peikins,
your son, James L. Peikins, m
and grandson, Jonathan

Perkins to whom your wisdom
has been imparted.” After all
was said and done, the groom
was well pleased after saluting
his bride again and again with

a smiling blush on his face.
Mr. Peikins spent 24 years
in the Army serving in the
Korean War and as a medical

specialist. He served as admin
istrator of Graduate Hospital in
Philadelphia. PA. Doris is a

graduate of Gibbs High
School and was an educator in
the school system in Tifton,
GA, Philadelphia, Germany

and Tampa.

An elegant evening was

enjoyed by all in attendance
with dinner and music. The
happy couple was soon off in

their stretch limousine to their
honeymoon suite after receiv
ing many well wishes and
lovely gifts from guest It was

a wonderfully sweet and
romantic sight to see this love
ly couple as happy as they

were the first time they were
married.
Congratulations to

the

happy couple on their 50th

Anniversary.

ESTES
BONDING, INC

Jari

Vs

Professional Hair Care Products

24 Hour Bail Bond Service

You Can Find These Products At These Locations:

Phone: (727) 895-BAIL (2245)

Hair Adair

321-6802
foci's Hair Siudio
|
328-1900

Angela's Hair Safari
323-4840
C & C Hair Disign
447-3090

Arms lie Hair Fashion

I

321-4840

I A-Qufin Biauty
|

Salon

327-5241

SfOBERi's Hair Salon

866-7070

Creahvl-N-Stylf
321-9322
ClNTLR SlAGF UNIM.X SALON
327-4074
Helen's Beaijtv Sai on
327-5182
F.M1 RAI D CllY

447-4548

Agent:
Albert "Al" Estes, Sr.
13790 49th St. No.
Clearwater, FL 33762
(727) 571-9999
Fax: (727) 572-9136

Agent:
D. Jane Thompkins
2130 9th St. So.
St. Petersburg, FL 33705
(727) 895-2245 (Bail)
Fax: (727) 894-2663
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We Were There For THe Event Of The
ST. PETERSBURG Tickets sold out, parking
places were hard to find, inside
seating almost impossible to

acquire without an exchange

of words. Again this year,
Gibbs Class of ‘68 had a Coli
seum full of friends from all
over the U.S., home for the

holidays and to help celebrate

during the event of the year.
The Holiday Extravaganza
was held Saturday, December
23rd at the downtown Colise

um.
More than 1500 attended
this well planned event that’s
always more like an annual

family reunion where every
one gets excited and looks for
ward to coming home to. Truly

festive, it’s better than any
fashion gala you’ve ever seen
before; it’s more popular than
the Inaugural Ball and
applauded more excellently

applauded than the talent

showcase at the Apollo.
It’s amazing the unity and

bond developed from the days
at Gibbs Senior High School
where teachers were also won
derful surrogate parents; children were very involved in

positive activities at school, at
home, church, sports, enter
tainment and the like. Your

close friends were more like
your brothers and sisters and
the spirits were higher than foe
clouds in foe sky with honor
and dignity of mighty Gladia
tors for all those attending this
wonderful institution of learn

ing. Today, foe alumnus feels
foe same way about their alma

mater.
Shown here are photo

highlights of some of foe many
faces of those having foe time
of their lives during foe holiday

season.
..Phot°s by Peace Produc-

tions and Photography.

Shirley's Soul Food
Now Serving Breakfast

Starting Monday, December 4th
@ 6:30 a.m.

Located at:
1839 - 34th St S

Hires Haiestyling
342? - 1 lth Avenue North
St. Petersburg, FL 33213
Telephone: 323-8649

An AEFA-associated
financial advisor business

3606 Central Ave.
St. Petersburg, FL 33711
Off: 727.328.2000
Cell: 727.463.7402

Phone:
328-9467
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KidCare Enrollment Open To MediKids

ida KidCare
PETERSBURG -

KidCare Medicaid: for

Pinellas KidCare continues to

income-eligible children birth

ST.

AARP Needs More Volunteer
Counselors Next Year----ST. PETERSBURG AARP needs volunteers to add

assistance at sites throughout

enroll children into the Florida

eral, state and local funds,

for Healthy Kids has closed

Florida KidCare combines the

indefinitely.
Parents tat reside in Pinel

to its corp of 31,000 Tax-Aide
Counselors who work from

reimburses volunteers for their

February 1 to April 15th each

program related out-of-pocket

year helping more than 1.5

expenses including such costs

million older taxpayers throu

as

ghout the country prepare their

postage.
Those interested in this ful

insurance programs.

are open for enrollment in

tude for tax work, experience

filling program should write to
the AARP Florida State Office,

in filing personal returns, and

400 Carillon Pkwy, Suite 100,

Federal and State returns.

Individuals with an apti

and

good communication skills are

St. Petersburg, FL 33716, or

, urged to sign up. New volun

call (727) 571-2277, giving
your name, address, and tele

teer tax counselors are inten

hours in January and must

phone number. Additional
information will be furnished

agree to spend a minimum of

in mid-December when train

four hours a week during the

ing schedules have been set.

sively trained for a period of 40

tax season providing free tax

BOTT W

' Funded by a variety of fed

KidCare child health insurance
program although enrollment

Pinellas County.
The Tax-Aide program

mileage, parking,

through 18 years of age.

las County can still obtain

best of public and private
health insurance into one
affordable and comprehensive

Through MediKids, Kid
Care Medicaid, Children’s

emergency treatment. Eligibil

pick up an application:.

•Pinellas County Health
Department.
Park

•Pinellas

Medical Services and Behav
ioral Health Specialty Care

family size. Some families pay

Department.
•Clearwater

Network, plans include, but
are not limited to, the follow
ing services: check-ups, shots,

pay nothing at all.
No interview required,

Department.

enrolling in the program is as
simple as filling out and return

ment.

hospital stays, sutgery, doctor
visits, prescriptions, vision,

ing a one-page application.

hearing, mental health and

Call 1-888-540-5437, or stop

ance children are at risk to
needless illnesses, learning
problems

ity is based on income and
$15 per month; many families

Remember, wrthout insur

by the following locations to

Health

and

disabilities.

Enroll your child today. They
deserve a healthy start in life!

Health

•Largo Health Depart-

SAM'S BEAUTY SALON

the Florida KidCare program

3600 - 18th Avenue South
St. Petersburg, FL

by applying for MediKids,

(727) 322-0024 • Cell (727) 542-2189

Children’s Medical Services,
or KidCare Medicaid health

Pretty Feet by TOHW

child health insurance through

The following programs

insurance package.

AtmkHc fgotweab & Pashka Armma
LOCATION:
NEAR ALBERTSON'S PLAZA
2910 54TH AVENUE SOUTH
ST. PETERSBURG FLORIDA
PHONE: 727-86(^-6944

Pinellas County:
MediKids: for children 1

through 4 years of age.

J

j^w/coupon • Appointment Necessary

OPEN- MONDAY - SATURDAY
10AM - 7PM
SUNDAY 12NOON - 5PM

Children’s Medical Ser
vices (CMS): for children birth

Care Network for severe men
tal health and substance abuse

needs.

Footwear: MWTimfeorfond/Saueony 4
More

KOBE WHITE

supplies But

Apparel: Camere Oodo/Awrex/Kart Koni A
Moro
Htnt. WemoiMi 4 Childrens Sizes

|

J

Ask for Tony

through 18 with special or

chronic health care needs,
including care through the
Behavioral Health Specialty

PEDICURE
Monday - Wednesday

20 years experience in Hair Gare
as Barber and Beautician
Communit} Owned
amt
I

t(iz cp'lofzs.sionaC

SAM'S BEAUTY SALON
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North Central Florida
Birthday Celebration

Light
Of The
World

Society
In
Ocala
by
Florence
Williams Ray

By Daniel Banks

piano.
For additional information,
call 622-7719 or 629-5940.
****

TAX AIDES NEEDED
The AARP Tax-Aide pro
gram needs volunteers to help

neighbors file their2000 feder

al tax returns. The program is
sponsored by the AARP Foun
dation in conjunction with the

Internal Revenue Service.

GOSPEL STORM

ject given in conjunction with

the City of Ocala, Mother’s

Training for this program
is provided in January and

taxes are prepared on selected

“Now when Jesus was

appeareth to Joseph in a

2000

bom in Bethlehem ofJudea in
the days of Herod the king,

dream, saying, ‘Arise, and take
,the young Child and His moth

gospel conceit,' was recently

Day Project, Father’s Day Pro
ject, School Shopping Sprees

behold, there came wise men
from the east to Jerusalem,

er, andflee into Egypt, and be
thou there until I bring thee

presented by Omni Legacy at

for two individuals, School
Retreat packages, Thanksgiv- -

saying, ‘Where is he that is

word: for Herod will seek the

St. Paul AME Church in
Ocala. The theme was “Christ

April 15th.
To volunteer in the Dun

bom King of the Jews: for we

young Child to destroy Him. ’

OCALA - The Burton

have seen His star in the east,
and are come to worship Him.
When Herod the king had

When he arose, he took the
young Child and His mother

family recently gathered to
gether to celebrate the birthday
of Mrs. Alice Burton who

ing dinners, Christmas dinners
•and small college scholarships.
****

nellon area, please contact
Adele Williams at 465-0472.

heard these things, he was
troubled, and all Jerusalem
with him. And when he had

Egypt: And was there until the

gathered all the chief priests
and scribes of the people
together; he demanded ofthem
where Christ should be bom.

And they said unto him, ‘In
Bethlehem ofJudea; for thus it
is written by the prophet, “And
thou Bethlehem, in the land

Juda, art not the least among
the princes ofJuda: for out of

thee shall come a Governor,
that shall rule My people
Israel.’” (Michah 5:2) Then
Herod, when he had privily
called the wise men, inquired
of them diligently what time

the star appeared And he sent
them to Bethlehem, and said

by night, and departed into

Gospel Storm 2000, a

Alice Burton

mas Time Is Here - Giving
From The Heart!” The empha

sis is on giving back to the
community - one step at a

HOSTS MENTORING

time. The Rev. James D.

FULL SWING

Sykes, D.D. is Pastor.
Elder Dennis Hagins, Sr.

Reddick/Collier Elemen
tary School’s HOSTS mentor

PROGRAM IN

death of Herod: that it might

turned 50.
The affair was enjoyed by

be fulfilled which was spoken

all.

ofthe Lord by the prophet, say
ing, 'Out ofEgypt have I called
My Son. ’ (Hosea 11:1)

May God Bless You to
have many more birthdays,

presided over the program.

ing program is in full swing.

Other participants included:

Alice.

Devotional Hymn by the

HOSTS stands for Help One
Student To Succeed. The pro

. G&B Choir, Prayer by Minis
ter Beau Beard; Selections,

gram have trained twentyeight volunteer mentors to help

Mark Clayton, Beau Beard,
The Rev. James Brown, Sr.,

pupils become better readers.

Then Herod, when he saw
that Ire was mocked ofthe wise
men, was exceeding wroth,

and sentforth, and slew all the
children that were in Bethle

Charlene Lacy, James Brown,

Parents, grandparents, se
nior citizens, high school stu

hem, and in all the coasts

Jr., New Zion Youth Choir,

dents and other caring com

thereof, from two years old and

Tony Grimsley, Darren Robin

under, according to the time
which he had diligently

son,

munity workers are spending
one hour a week tutoring third
and fourth grade students on

Evangelist

Rebecca

McKay.
The scripture was read by

inquired ofthe wise men. Then
was fulfilled that which was
spoken by Jeremy the prophet,
saying, ‘In Rama was there a
voice heard, lamentation, and

days from February through

Committee
For Honest
Politics To Sue
Canvassing
Boards ——
FORT

WALTON

BEACH, FL - The Commit
tee for Honest Politics recently

engaged a Tallahassee law
firm to file a lawsuit in Federal
Court ensuring that military

an individual basis. They need

personnel from Florida are not

Minister Jose Ramsby, the

more volunteers to help serve

welcome was issued by Anna

these students. Connie Combs

denied the right to vote.
“The fact of the matter is

Johnson and the occasion was

is the school’s HOSTS teacher.

that a federal statute protects

stated by Johnnie Jones. The

The program is easy to fol

the rights of these servicemen

weeping, and great mourning,

offering was lifted by Gwen

‘Go and search diligently for

low and the children love

Rachel weeping for her chil

Williams and Johnnie Jones. A

the young child; and when ye

come to the literacy lab. You

and women, and the Democ
rats have made a concerted

dren, and would not be com

have found him, bring me

don’t have to have a college

word again, that I may come

forted, because they are not.f
Butwhen Herod was dead,

Praise Dance was rendered by
Pure Vision C.O.G.I.C. Gospel

Steppers and Special Presenta-

a love for children. If you are

and worship him also. ’ Then
they ‘had heard the king, they

behold, an angel of the Lord
appeareth in a dream to

departed:

and,

lo, , the

star,

Joseph

in

Egypt,

degree to help. You must have

tions-Mr. Taylor, Rev, Dennis
Hagins, Anna Johnson and

learning more about HOSTS, •

Ann Shuler. Final remarks and

please call

Benediction came from Rev.
James Sykes, Sr., and vote of
thanks from Beverly Jacobs.

1394.

Saying,

interested in participating or

effort to disenfranchise these
voters. Regardless of what

anyone else does, we intend to

move aggressively to protect

CONCERT

the civil rights of America’s
defenders of freedom, since it
is obvious the Democrats are
intent on violating these men
and women’s civil rights,” said

PERFORMANCES

Dan Perrin, Executive Direc

at 591-

Combs

and stood over where the

‘Arise, and take the young
Child and His mother, and go
into the land ofIsrael: for they

young child was. When they

are dead which sought the

The concert was chaired

saw the star, they rejoiced with
exceeding greatjoy.

young Child’s life.’ And he

by William Russ and co-

arose, and took the young

chaired by Mitzi Berryan.

Concert Association will spon

est Politics.

And when they were come
into the house, they saw the

Child and His mother, and

sor performances at the Forest

“The Florida Attorney
General’s letter has no legal

which they saw in the east,
went before them, till it came

young Child with Mary His
mother, and fell down, and
worshipped Him: and when

came into the land of Israel.

Other members are Ann
Shuler, Beverly Jacobs, Bar

But when he heard that

bara Griffin, Johnnie Jones,

Archelaus did reign in Judea in
. the room of his father Herod

Anna Johnson, Voncia Coun

sures, they presented unto him
gifs; gold, and frankincense,
and myrrh. And being warned

ned of God in a dream, he
■ turned aside into the parts of

" Our hope for creative living...lies in our ability to reestab

of God in a dream that they

Galilee: And he came and

lish the moral ends of our lives in personal character and

should not return to Herod
they departed unto their own

dwelt in a city called Nazareth:
that it might be fulfilled which

social justice."

country another way. And
when they were departed,

was spoken by the prophets,

behold, the angel of the Lord

‘He shall be called
Nazarene. ’” - Matthew 2

JK

-Martin Luther King, Jr.

nity to ask various faculty

ing in fields ranging from

gram. Phillips said students

members about their careers.

physiology to neuroscience to
pediatric hematology, 13 col

come with an idea of the kind
of research they want to do and
then are matched with appro

priate mentors. Mentors are
volunteer faculty in the col

of Medicine Office of Minori

leges of Medicine and Veteri

ty Affairs summer program.

Funded by a National

nary Medicine at the UF
Health Science Center.

Institutes of Health grant, the

Students conducted re

N1H Short-Term Research

Training for Minority Students

search in a variety of areas in
cluding cancer, genetics and

Program is designed to offer

the brain.

minority students the opportu
nity to conduct research and

This year’s participants in
the 10-week program included

learn how such scientific

students frbm Tuskegee Uni

investigations are integrated

versity, Massachusetts Institute
of Technology, Georgia South

into medical school systems.

This year marked the pro

gram’s second year under a
five-year $463,380 grant.

standing and is nothing more

Starting Thursday, January

Given the ‘do anything to win’

than a public relations ploy.

attitude at the top of the Demo

Williams, also Cheryl Ivey,

Strutters” will be performing;

cratic ticket, the Committee for

James Wilson and Yvonne
Kinner.

Friday, February 9th, “I Love

Honest Politics has no choice

New York and The Lights of

Projects sponsored by the
Omni Legacy include: Amette

Broadway”; Saturday, March

but to protect the right of the
military to vote in the court

House donations, Easter Pro

18,

17th, ‘Yoon and Min Kwan”
which features the violin and

system charged with protect
ing that right, namely the fed
eral courts.”

Wright to coordinate the pro

University of Florida College

Auditorium,

School

1614 S.E. Fort King Street,
Ocala.

a

GAINESVILLE- Work

research experience through a

High

tor of the Committee for Hon

2001, “The Side Street

ler, Thalia Harrell, Gwen

UF College Of Medicine Offers Research
Experience For Minority Students

lege students gained hands-on

The Ocala Community

cil, Frances Mills, Sebrina But

he was afraid to go thither:,
notwithstanding, being war

they had opened their trea

COMMUNITY

ern University and UF. Most
students are interested in or

currently attending medical
school, but also may consider

The grant’s principal
investigator, Physiology Ch

pursuing a research-focused

airman M. Ian Phillips, works

master’s or doctoral degree.

with Sara Galli the grant’s sci

Wright said they also try to

ence project coordinator, and
the College of Medicine’s

encourage students to consider
an academic career. A weekly

Assistant Dean for Minority

“meet the professor” session

Affairs Beverly Vidaurreta

provided students the opportu

At the program’s conclu

sion, students wrote an abstract
and participated in a research

. ..... -l.Ei.

...symposium. •,

READING IS VITAMINS
FOR THE MIND
United Theological Seminary
and
Bible College

«A1DSTA3>
^MOTORS

AUtnd gf*

Rite Ave
Ocala, R, 34479

Lrtd Onwtw • Mary C WA •

Bus: (352) 732-8242
FAX; (352) 732-8105

Extension Ocala, Florida
Second Bethlehem Baptist Association
Dr. O.V. Pinkston, Moderator
Dr. Fred Maeweathers, Sr., Center Director
Dr. B.F. Martin, President
352-351-5029 OR 352-237-5215

Monday
8:30-9:30
PM

Saturday
8:00 AM10:15 AM

Offering Degrees in Theology, Religious Education,
and Certification in Two Extension Courses
Masters Program
External Studies in the areas above for residents
over 60 miles away
LOCATED AT:
1105 Northwest 4th Street, OcaEa, Florida 34475

Main Campus in Monroe, Louisiana

12S W. Broadway ♦ Ocala, Florida 34472
35M90-6165 ♦ fax 352-690-6168

Summers Funeral Home
*Per»onafij»J
the Ubftdtf Dignity.
Gewijftd«nc« and Understanding.'

Tuesday
9:00 AM12:00 PM
and

6:30 PM9:30 PM

Har&nmmar
. Dine In • Carry Out

Jamaican

2238 NW. 10th Street
Ocala, Florida 3447S
352/3510566

ne»MAars bisuicn cure
Specializing in:
Texturing & Fashion Cuts
Shop: 352-671-5387
From: 8 AM To 6 PM

"Wednesday Only Call
For Appointment"

UBkT.ShdtarvLFD.
AMs Summers, LED.
Notary Pub&e

/0
Lxunmmghams
Funeral
sralHome

Pager: 352-680-2018
Mobile: 352-207-1071
Home: 352-867-5665

Martin Luther King Blvd. Beside Laundromat

434NW. Martin

*"9- *•
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North Central Florida
368-5952, Cynthia Graham

Ocala
News
by James Thorpe

867-4929.
•Vendors Contact: James
Thorpe 629-2948

OHA And Joy Lutheran Church Bring Happy
Holidays To Public Housing Families--------- —

AMERICAN LEGION

Ob.

POST 210

The American Legion Post
210 and the Women’s Auxil

iary will hold their monthly
meeting on January 3rd, 2001
at the Lillian Bryant Commu

I

I

1

Og

nity Center, 6pm.
Commander Poole and

OCALA - The Ocala

Season. Also attending the

Housing Authority (OHA)

held its first annual “Public

meeting was Ms. Doris
Williams, of Joy Lutheran

Housing Christmas Party”.
Each and every day the OHA

Church, here in Ocala. Ms.
Williams inquired about what

strives to make our houses our
resident’s homes, and the

some of the needs were and
took that information back to

OHA staff wanted to do some

Rev. Dr. Marvin J. Seemann

thing special this year for our
families.

and the rest of the Congrega

OHA

for all members to be present.

Executive

as their ages. Days before the
joyous event the OHA re
ceived news from Joy Luther
an; they had gifts for each and
every child living in public
housing, 182 of them to be

exact. The word quickly
tion of Joy Lutheran Church. It spread throughout the OHA
wasn’t long before the OHA office and the staff was
received news that Joy Luther amazed and truly touched by
an Church Congregation the generosity of the Joy Lu

Gwendolyn B. Dawson,

President Burton would like

with the number of children
living in public housing as well

Director

while attending a meeting in
the community, met the

of the OHA’s plan for its

members had big plans for the theran Church Congregation.
A “special” thank you
OHA Christmas Party.
goes
out to the Reverend Dr.
Joy Lutheran Church Con
Marvin
J. Seemann and the
gregation members jumped at

meeting on TUesday, January

Christmas Party, and how the

the chance to assist the chil

Joy Lutheran Church Congre

9th, 2001 at the R R. Baity
Masonic Lodge at 8pm.

OHA staff wanted to provide

dren of the OHA’s Public

gation for being a blessing to

each of our families with a joy

Housing families. OHA staff

our Ocala Housing Authority

All Brothers need to be

ous and memorable Holiday

provided the congregation

youth during this holiday-

QUEEN VICTORY
LODGE #50

IL >

The Queen Victory Lodge
#50 will hold their monthly

Jli

■s OHA’s angel. Ms. Dawson,
was informing the committee

present.

Dr. Fred Maeweathers, Sr.
SECOND BETHLEHEM

Day of Observance on January

BAPTIST ASSOCIATION

15, 2001.

Please do not forget the
Ministers, Deacon, and Lay
men Union, Rev. J. H. Strick
land, President, December 27-

Plans next year call for an

entire weekend of events. This
will provide ap opportunity for

30,2000 to be held at Abilene

more community participa
tion. Activities include our

Missionary Baptist Church,

Prayer Breakfast, a Gospel

Rev. James Pullings, Pastor

Explosion, church program,

The Union begins

the parade and the main event

Wednesday, Dec. 27th at 7pm.

at the Dr. Martin Luther King,

December 30th, at 9am at
the Christian Education Center

Jr. Complex. More informa

elect.

Consumer
Tips On
Cell
Phone
Service
Compare the deals. Getthe
most of the many choices by
comparing prices and options

develop the theme 9:30am,

Tuesday, Aril 3,2001 and Rev.

Warren Hardaway will devel
op the theme Wednesday,

April 4, 2001 at 9:30am. The

•Prayer Breakfast, Satur
day, January 13th, 2001,
Howard Middle School,

Contact: Loretta
Jenkins at 351-0824.
•Martin Luther King, Jr.

■ 8:30am,

Theme: Spiritual Empower
ment Through Spiritual

Park Saturday, January 13th,

Endowment Eph. 4:11-12.
Rev. James Pullings will

King Blvd., 3-5pm, Contact:
William Russ at 620-0190 or

be installed atthe Abilene Bap
tist Church Putnam Hall, FL

Brenda Nelson at 732-4909.

January 21st, 2001 at 3pm.

day, January 14th, 2001, Mt.

Rev. J. H. Strickland, presid

Moriah Missionary Baptist

ing, Rev. Stanley Jacobs,

Church, 55 S.W. 3rd Avenue,

Charge to the Pastor, Dr. T. L.
Brooks, Charge to the Church,

7pm, Contact: Frank Washing

Rev. Jerone Gamble, Ordina

Wright 732-0097, Mary Lou
Gilman 622-3408.

tion Prayer, and Rev. George

Grimsley Pastor, sermon.
*****

2001,700 S.W. Martin Luther

•Ecumenical Service, Sun

ton

at 629-4105,

Shirley

•Commemorative Cele
bration,

Monday,

January

MARTIN LUTHER

15th, 2001, Martin Luther

KING, JR.

King, Jr., Complex, Parade

COMMEMORATIVE

starts Downtown Ocala to SR

COMMISSION

40 West & N.W. 16th Avenue,

The Dr. Martin Luther

King, Jr. Commemorative
Commission has met and
begun plans for the 16th Annu
al Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr.,

Contact: Wayne Little at 625471 or Benjamin Mathis 629-

filters

for cell phone service plans.
Before you shop, figure out
how you plan to use your cell
phone. Will you use it like your

home phone, with many calls
tion will be available as time
every day, day and night? Or
in the regular Quarterly Ses draws near.
will you use it once in a while
sion Board Meeting. Please be
We are making special
to let someone know you’ll be
present to hear the reading of plea to you to announce and
late?
the Founder’s Day Program tor encourage your members to
Find a plan that best
be held on February 13th,’ ^aWcipte'lrf these 'activities.rmatches your use. Think
2001 9.30am' Our preachers Churches, clubs and organiza
about:
guest will be the Dr. Bobby tions are being invited to par
•When you’ll make most
Mack, Pastor of Friendship ticipate in the parade. Those
calls.
Missionary Baptist Church, who are interested should con
•How long you’ll talk.
Gainesville, FL.
tact Wayne Little at 622-5471.
•Where you’ll be calling
**Do not forget your $50 Any individual wishing to per
from and to.
for the Quarterly Session**
form at the park should contact
•Whether you’ll make or
Rev. George Grimsley will Tina Greene at 873-6377 or
get long distance calls.
be discussing how to reroof the Wanda Walker at 368-5952,
Read the fine print. Pay
main building.
(vendors) James Thorpe at
attention to how long the con
Please make sure .you 629-2948.
tract is for. It may cost you a lot
enroll in the Florida General
We also ask for donations
of money to end the contract
Baptist Convention, Inc. be in order to make this day a suc
early if you find a better offer.
cause I will need your help to cess. Please make checks
Ask for a copy of the ser
be elected as president, April payable to the M.L.K. Com
vice coverage map. Your cell
2002.1 announced my candi memorative Commission.
phone may not work every
dacy earlier this month at the
Living His Dream
where you go, even in your
Winter Board Session in Talla
Martin Luther King, Jr.
community. Make sure the
hassee, FL. Rev. Jerone Gam- Commemorative Celebration
plan covers where you will
January 15,2001
Executive Board Chairman of
make and get most of your
the Association will be my
calls. Calls outside the service
An All-day celebration
campaign manager.
area can cost extra or just not
of the
The annual session of the
go through.
Rev. Dr. Martin Luther King,
FGBC will be in Pensacola,
Get the right technology
Jr.’s Birthday
FL April 2-5, 2001. The con
foryour needs. If you expect to
vention will last four days.
Rev. Willie Kingcade will

We Will
Be Open Until
11:00 p.m. on
New Years Eve
and Regular
Hours on '
New Years
Day.

CHOICE

Strip Steak
SAVE $2.10 lb., Value Pack

Jumbo
Russet
Potatoes
SAVE $2.00 ea.,8 lb. bag

Tostitos or
Ruffles Chips

Without PCC Card $3.99 ea.

SAVE up to $1.30 ea., 12-14.5 oz.

Assorted Varieties

Martini & Rossi
Champagne
750 ml.

Pace
Salsa
(Regular Retail up to $2.19 ea.)

use your phone only to make a

16 oz, Assorted Varieties

few quick calls, analog service

may have wider coverage, cost
less, and be more reliable. If

DiCiorno
Pizza

might be worth the extra

SAVE$1.00 ea., 29.9-35.7 oz.

money to get digital service if

Assorted Varieties

you want options like email or

caller id.
Understand how the com

New York

BUY ONE, GET ONE

Wwx '•
PICANTE

rTtox -

flCANTE

terred

iCRiSixG Crist Rmlj

Coke
Products

pany figures your bill. Most
companies offer plans with a,

12 Pach/12 oz. Cans

Select Varieties, Limit 4

Without PCC Card $5.99 ea.

certain number of minutes for
a flat monthly fee. Extra min

utes, calls made outside the
calling area, and long distance

terred
wmmi

calls cost more. If you don’t

■Wl for w

use all the minutes in your
(Preferred

plan, you’re wasting money.

Remember, calls you get also
count as minutes you pay for.
Match the phone and the

service. Every cell phone does
n’t work with every plan.
Many companies have good

deals on phone prices as part of
the service plan.

Don’t dial and drive. Pull

4387.
•Want to Display Your Tal

your car over to the side of the
road before talking on your

ents? Contact: Wanda Walker

call phone.

Without PCC Card Regular Retail

L Coke

Large
Drummie Tray

*
Products
ft.
ea.
**forW
6 pk., 1/2 Itr.

Without PCC Card

k

Start Saving Today! Join The Club!

The
n ’ Earry Preferred Customer Club
absolutely FREE and rewards you by giving you
savings on hundreds of items and so much more.

Ad Effective Dates:

Wednesday, Dec. Ta, 2000 thru Tuesday, Ian. X moj
We reserve the right to limit quantities and
correct typographical aid photographic errors.

Visit vvww.kashiikarry.com for even more
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Alpine Spreads Holiday Cheer So What
To Residents--------- ———=-----es, we need some serious

By Allene Gammage-Ahmed

ST.

action.
First, let’s do something
about education. In 1881,
Booker T. Washington started

S>
f

PETERSBURG -

Everyone, everywhere in the

$5,000

but both groups have pros
pered by making themselves
indispensable.

will be eligible for a $10,000

come back and participate in

black millionaires when Jim
Crow was still flying high.

the program foe following

foe drop of a hat. Today, black

tion Center enjoyed that same

boys have foe lowest literacy
rate of any American-born
group. This is inexcusable.
Let’s make sure our kids
are educated. Without that

Maggie Lena Walker, bom in
1867, was foe first woman of

foundation, they have no

federacy.
S. B. Fuller’s grit and sin

viduals to care for those aging
and who are spending some of
the most precious moments of
their lives in rehab, hospitals or
nursing homes. At Alpine,

chance whatsoever. Let me put
it another way. If your child is
functionally illiterate, then his

there is a warm family atmos
phere which makes all the dif

or her chances of moving
beyond foe bottom rung of foe

ference in the world for those
of us who have to have others

economic ladder are between

Company to recruit new
employees from more univer

sities and colleges where
greater numbers of minorities
attend. The Company has

made a four-yeai/150 intern
commitment to The College

Coca-Cola Corporate Intern

Stahl, president and chief oper
ating officer of The Coca-Cola

Program is a unique initiative
for foe Company,” said Char
lene Crusoe-Ingram, senior

gle-minded desire to be rich

Company and board member,
UNCF. “It is another way for

kept him going even when

The Coca-Cola Company to

envious whites tried to hum his

offer minority students more
opportunities to achieve acade

and People Development,
Coca-Cola North America. “It

- foe former capital of foe con

business. He became a very
wealthy man, owned several

lion dollars before his untime
ly death. He was foe richest
black man in America and

gifts and feasting on a great
line of food items, the spirit
was joyous and the place

eled road toward bringing our

controlled a billion-dollar cor

kids up to speed. Parents have

exuded with more than the
usual essence of holiday cheer.

going on in schools, and teach

poration.
Do your children know
who these people were?

got to get involved in what’s

workforce.
The program is a strategic
initiative for The Coca-Cola

The College Fund,” said Jack

any color to own a bank. She
did this in Richmond, Virginia

charter schools or some new
invention - let’s take every
avenue and previously untrav

Christmas songs, exchanging

real-life woik experience they
need to successfully enter foe

Fund and foe program.
“The College Fund and

factories and employed thou
sands.
Reginald
Lewis

season.
Listening to and singing

year.
“The Coca-Cola Corpo

from page 1

rate Intern Program builds on
our long-time relationship with

slight and impossible.
I don’t care if your method
is vouchers, home schooling,

help care for our loved ones
and more so during the holiday

scholarship. Upon successful

Walker, who became foe first

and staff of Alpine Rehabilita

their holiday party.
It takes very special indi

$2,000 housing allowance,
transportation allowance and

completion of foe internship,
students may be invited to

ficult time of need. Residents

sentiment last Friday during

internship stipend,

Look at foe examples from
black history like Madam C. J.

today. He did this in the heart
of Dixie in a time when black
men were still being lynched at

others, especially during a dif

Each student will receive a

of foe Jews and foe Asians.
Neither group started out as
popular additions to America,

a school that is still educating
thousands of black youths

city appeared to be in the spirit
of giving love and sharing with

Coca Cola

from page 1

mic and career success. The
Coca-Cola Company strives to
be a role, model for corporate
’ diversity. This program helps

amassed a fortune of 400-mil-

us achieve that goal by open
ing doors to our company and

vice president, Organization

expands our efforts to create a
work environment reflective
of foe communities in which
we do business. The program
allows us to enhance our
resource base of prospective
minority employees and give

corporate America for foe
young people who are selected

students foe opportunity to
work for foe world’s leading

to participate.”
The program is foe first,

beverage company.”
The Coca-Cola Company
has been a corporate partner to

company-wide internship pro
gram of its kind for The Coca-

The College Fund for almost

The entire quality manage
ment team was responsible for

extracurricular crap and actual

Tonight, tell them to put away
those rap CDs and turn off foe

ly teach some reading, writing

, television. Black youth watch

Cola Company.
“The Coca-Cola Compa

making this year’s holiday sea
son meny and bright for their

and that old devil, arithmetic.

more television than anybody
else and it’s not helping. Sit

ny has been a major supporter
of The College Fund and this

you read correctly. I said, let’s
get rich. Blacks have been in

down with them and tell them
about black history so they’ll

new program is an opportunity
to leverage our synergies,” said

this country for close to 400

be inspired to make some of

William H. Gray, ID, president

leges and universities are par
ticipating in foe program. For

years. Our ancestors’ free labor
made this country wealthy and

their own.
Finally, let’s stop all foe

and chief executive officer,

more information, contact foe

Financial Aid Office, Career

strong. So isn’t it time for us to

wailing and gnashing of teeth.

United Negro College Fund.
“Together, • and through foe

participate in foe greatest eco
nomic miracle on foe face of

George W. Bush is not foe

ers have got to give up foe

Second, let’s get rich. Yes,

residents. Actiyities such as
this helps the elderly retain
their vigor and alertness while

continuing to lead active lives

with the assistance of nursing
home staff.
A special presentation was
given as a holiday gift to Susie
Mooney by Peg McDonald,
administrator. Susie is one of

foe Earth? Everybody wants to
come to America. Every day

the residents who had recently

thousands of people risk death,

undergone surgery, received

deportation and their life’s sav
ings to get a piece of foe USA’s

rehabilitative therapy at Alpine
and would soon be leaving to
return home. Of course, this

pie. They know that a free man
in America will always do bet
ter Than an economic slave.

was • a i great, surprise, to Susie

who was overjoyed with emo
tion and expressions of appre

Black Americans should have
a head start over these people.
After all, we’re already here!
What Black' America

ciation to all those at Alpine.
‘You have been so wonderful

to me and I just thank all of

needs is millions of business

you.”
Alpine Nursing Home is a
small, people-friendly 57-bed

men. I don’t want to hear any

facility with a certified staff of
nurses who give direct quality
care. They even have a cat for

their mascot who is playful
and jumps with joy when visi
tors come. Peg McDonald

welcomes families who are

annually.
Approximately 300 col

Placement Center or Depart
ment Chair at one of foe partic

ipating schools. Information is

Freedmen’s

receive foe financial assistance

Bureau and did next to nothing
to ensure foe safety of foe freed

they need to attend college,

also available at Www.cocacolaoncampus.com. or call
The College Fund at 1-800-

and to achieve foe valuable,

331-2244.

back

slaves.

on

foe

Woodrow

Wilson

thought Birth of a Nation was
foe greatest movie ever made
and called it a true histoiy.
These two men were quite
possibly foe most openly anti

black presidents this country
has ever had or will have, and
they couldn’t stop black

more talk. I don’t want another

progress.
Some folks will see foe

government program. We’ve
got enough politicians and

results of foe 2000 presidential
election as a crisis. Others will

preachers. Now we need folks

see it as an opportunity. The

who can make a profit and pro

cards have been dealt What

vide jobs for foe inner city.

you make of your hand is

Don’t let foe fear of racism
stop you. Look at foe example

entirely up to you.

ensure that minority students

Club Meeting
Notice—
TAMPA - The/ South
Tampa PC Users Group an
nounces that our next meeting
will be on' January 9th. Our

We meet at the-Office
Depot located at 211 N. Dale
Mabry Hwy from 7 to 9pm.
Information at e-mail sicape-

. speaker will be Travis Linares,

@AOL.com or 8394272. AU

co-owner of Dreamers Pro

are welcome!

ductions.

READ A
NEWSPAPER
EVERY DAY

NAACP Retires
Mortgage—------

interested in extended care to
come by and visit the facility
located at 3459 21st Avenue

.86j»'I

South.

worst thing to happen to us.
Andrew Johnson turned his

Coca-Cola Corporate Intern
Program, we can work to

15 years, contributing more
than $1.6 million to foe organi
zation and nearly $275,000

Preparing Young
Males For The
Future-----------

ST. PETERSBURG-On

HIRES
A truthful person is like a
light shining in foe darkness,

present moment, but faith
keeps us looking forward to

but a liar is like a lamp flicker

foe future.

ing out.

will keep us
locked in foe past worry will

If you try and don’t suc
ceed, try reading foe Bible and
following foe advice you give

prevent us from enjoying foe

others.

Sorrow

Saturday, December 30th at

ceremony to honor Mrs. GarneUe Jenkins for aU she has

,11pm, foe St. Petersburg

contributed to foe NAACP, not

Branch NAACP wiU have a

just as President, but also in all
of foe other capacities that she

ribbon cutting ceremony at
1501 - 16th Avenue South to

has served in during her tenure

celebrate foe mortgage burn

at foe Branch. The community

ing of foe building.

is welcome to join us and to

In addition to foe ribbon
cutting, there WiU be a brief

help congratulate Mrs. Jenkins
on a job weU done.

El

1

1

REV. MOTHER SUPERIOR WILLIAMS
Ordained Psychic Christian Reader & Adviser
HAVE YOU BEEN HOODOOED?
ARE YOU SICK IN ANY PART OF YOUR BODY?

I
1
i
CLEARWATER -

The

foe St. Petersbuig Junior Col

I

Alpha Institute, Inc,, Mentor

sponsor

lege, Clearwater Campus in
foe Teaching Auditorium.

“Preparing Young Males for

For further information

i
!

Programs

will

foe Future” Open House on

contact Randolph Lightfoot,

I

Saturday, January 6th 10:30am

586-1818 x 1933, or Joseph

to 12 Noon.

Smiley, 712-5813.

!
I

This event wUl be held at

self-directed, motivated, disciplined. s
2
High traffic salon/barber shop; open 2
six days; all shifts; commission shop 2
2
•
with incentives; apply:

•

2

3010 54th Avenue South
(727) 866-7070

A
r}

2

1
I

1
8

I

She will tell you just what you want to know about friends, ene I
mies or rivals; Whether husband, wife or sweetheart is true or
false; How to gain the love you most desire; Control or influence

1

the action of anyone, even though miles away. Tell you of lucky !■
numbers. She has helped thousands through all walks of life. She
I
will advise on love, marriage, business, health, divorces, lawsuits, I
luck, alcoholics, happiness, spells, success and evil influences of
I
all kinds. Tells who yOur friends and enemies are. Guarantees to

l

NEEDED:
Licensed Barbers and Stylist,

i
I

Rev. Mother Superior Williams has God Given Power to help you
overcome your problems no matter how big or small.

I

‘ 1

1

I was having bad luck, mis
erable and it seemed like
everything was against
me.Just a few visits to Rev.

Mother Superior Williams
and now I'm doing fine with
a good home'and good man
who loves me.
■ Hillary Williams

remove all evil and bad luck! WHY SUFFER when you can be S
helped and freed from all your troubles?
!

Don't fail to call or write to her today.
Send Self-Addressed Envelope

i
i

Rev. Mother Superior Williams
3716 W. Horatio, Tampa, FL 33609
(813) 874-5581

i

I.
EHJBJBlBlBlBlBJBlBlBlBlBJBlBJBlBIBjgjglBlBlBlBJBlBJBIBlBlBlBJBlBJBlBlBlBlBlBlBlBlBlBJBlBJBJBJBlBJBJBlBJBlBlBJglBlBJBJBl

I
I

§

• First Night Celebration,
Sunday, December 31st,
Downtown St. Petersburg

• NAACP’s Annual
Emancipation Proclamation
Service, Monday, January I,
2001, Ham, Mt. Zion
Progressive Baptist Church,
955 - 20th Street South
For more information about Community
Billboard, call us at (727) 896-2922
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SPORTS
989 Sports NFL Players Party In
Ybor City For Super Bowl Weekend
TAMPA - Players Inc. and
989 Sports today announced

chance to win tickets to Super

plans for the 989 Sports NFL
Players Party, the “Official”

With each day having a
different theme as its focus,

Party of the NFL Players, and

partygoers will enjoy four lev
els of entertainment on Friday

second

largest

sanctioned

bowl XXXV!

free autographs and photo

graphs with NFL players.
Inside at the sports bar, fans
can challenge their favorite
gridiron star to a billiards tour

weekend, to be held at the
Cuban Qub in historic Ybor

7:30pm with Friday night’s red

nament or a videogame
match-up, while live broad

City in Tampa, FL on Friday,

carpet “Premier Party”. Undis

casts by local radio stations

January 26th through Sunday,
January 28th, 2001. The 989

puted

Light Heavyweight

Champion of the World Roy
Jones, Jr. will co-host this VIP

and promotional giveaways
take place. The “Official Party
of the NFL Players” kicks off

star-studded evening. Celebri

at 8pm, on Saturday night with
DJ Kid Capri spinning records

Isaac Bruce (St. Louis Rams),

ty DJ Kid Capri will entertain
guests on the fourth floor

Daunte Culpepper (Minnesota

“Club Level” overlooking the

Dunn
(Tampa Bay Buccaneers) and

Tampa skyline. MCA record

Tony Siragusa (Baltimore

headline the performances in

Ravens), will feature hundreds
of current and former NFL

the courtyard, along with pop
ular reggae bands the Waiters

players, allowing fans to min
gle with their favorite pro foot

and Inner Circle. The evening
will also see NFL players

XXXV tickets, as a pair will be

ball stars.

“strut their stuff” during a chic
fashion show presented by

the Party and lucky winners
will be whisked away to the
big game via limousine. Those

Sports NFL Players Party,
hosted by Derrick Brooks
(Tampa Bay Buccaneers),

Vikings),

Warrick

The 989 Sports NFL Play
ers Party will be the place for

fans to interact with pro foot
ball’s hottest stars and get free

ing artist Chante Moore will

autographs and photos. Those
in attendance will also have an
opportunity to challenge foot

ceremonies for this Code
Magazine Style Odyssey. On

ball greats in free competition

both nights, guests may relax
in the cigar martini bar and

on 989 Sports’ NFL GameDay
2001 for the PlayStation 2

computer entertainment sys
tem. Party guests may also

play pool and shoot hoops
with their favorite NFL play
ers, while enjoying live con
certs, fashion shows, and a

Ball, Roderick Ellison and

in the courtyard.
On Super Bowl Sunday,

tion circulated from the Black His current security contracts
Chamber of Commerce an include Mid-Peninsula Sea

with you to arrange transporta
tion and tuition if needed.
Walter’s goal .... to make

it’s the “Super Bowl of Par
ties!” This is the last chance for

nouncing minority opportuni food, Gibbs High School, and
ties associated with Supeibowl Faith Memorial Baptist Ch
XXXV. With the assistance of urch. Walter currently employs
his niece, Maria Scruggs West 10 regular part-time employ

Walter Ellison

fans to win Super Bowl

given away every half-hour at

unable to snag tickets can
select a comfy seat in the
“giant living room” and watch

the game with NFL players on
tiie jumbotron screen in the
courtyard. In addition, there

PETERSBURG - XXXV’s Security team. In
Local entrepreneur and life June, 1995 Walter retired after
time resident of St Petersburg 31 years, 7 months from the St

ST.

secure opportunity to work as Petersbuig Junior College and
a security sub-contractor for after 30 years from Derby
Superbowl XXXV. Walter Lane dog track.
Ellison, owner and sole propri
Walter contributes his suc
etor of Walter’s Security has cess in both his professional
secured a spot on Superbowl career and business career to

day’s event will benefit Spe
cial Olympics Florida.

umentary, naturally entitled

NEWS

NFL will celebrate America’s
225th birthday in Super Bowl
XXXV pre-game ceremonies
as one of the world’s top
groups, Backstreet Boys, will

DEAD

perform the National Anthem
and recording legend, Ray
Charles, will sing “America

LINE

The Beautiful”, at Raymond
James Stadium in Tampa, FL
on Sunday, January 28, 2001,

SATUR
DAY

Sports LifeStyles provides

viewers with an in depth, per
sonal account of an athlete’s

announced recently.
It will mark the first time
the two songs will be per
formed prior to the start of the'

game. Charles will open the
ceremony

and

Backstreet

Boys will follow with its rendi-

NOON

“Champion”. The private life.
Willie E. Gary, CEO and
screening was held at one of
Chairman
of MBC Network
Altanta’s most popular sports

restaurant, ESPN Zone on
Thursday, Nov. 2nd and was

NEW YORK, NY - The

the National Football League

field, four-time WBA heavy
weight champion and MBC including sports interview
Network Managing Partner show Sports UfeStyles, which
and the sports and entertain highlights legendary sports fig
ment department of Long ure stich as Mr. Holyfield.

on, who has 10 years previous
law enforcement, which in

ees.

cluded Executive Security, Walter will be utilizing adver
Walter worked aimlessly at tising strategies to identify
pursuing the opportunity
which could lead to enhanced

individuals from the commu
nity willing to work as a part of

opportunities for his three

the Superbowl experience.

year-old company.

Walter says, ‘Tm woiking to

Carter, Howie Dorough, Brian
Littrell; AJ McLean and Kevin

wel; Cher and last year’s
anthem singer, Faith Hill.

the stadium throughout the
first song. The Air Force’s elite

in less than three years. The
group’s new album and fourth
release, Black & Blue, sold

“Thunderbirds” will then fly
over the stadium at the conclu

more than five million copies
worldwide in its initial week,

sion of the National Anthem

setting a new first-week record

On the field, a joint services
color guard will present the
official flag, while the field will

in international sales. Globally,

albums. This follows 1999’s

Black &Blue - whose 13-song

Millennium album, which
moved more than 1,134,000

selection features five songs

Richardson - set a precedent
by becoming the first group in
SoundScan History ever to
achieve million-plus first-

week sales with back-to-back

stated, “I feel that ‘Champi-

yukk

on’”, the documentary on
Evander, will serve as an inspi
ration for many people, both
old and young. It exemplifies

America President Roxanne
Spillett will be joined today by

Microsoft, will "technology
enable” every Boys & Girls

the world around them th
rough technology. Additional

ter and leadership develop
ment, the arts, sports and fit

first lady and Senator-elect

Club over the next five years

ly, the grant allows Boys &

ness.

By

Hillary Rodham Clinton as

by establishing technology

Girls

centers and curiiculum, along

Supporting

(B&GCA) to integrate tech
nology into every aspect of the

Three-time Academy Award

that prize.”
The champ echoed his

they announce the Club Tech
initiative, a joint program of

winner, Jana Sue Memel’s

business partner and friend’s

Our

company, Chanticleer Films,

words by stating, ‘T feel that by
presenting a true account of

Please
Support

what a person can achieve by

Our Paper

maintaining their faith, keep
ing their eye on the prize and

willing to work hard to achieve

Microsoft and Boys & Girls
Clubs of America designed to

Advertisers

my career to others I can be a

source of inspiration.”

bring technology access and
programs to more than 3.3 mil
lion underserved children and

• "Free Full Service Car Wash with Oil Change"

Network, the only fully owned

• Custom Waxing & Detailing

providing family program
ming of a positive, uplifting

nature to its viewing audience.
MBC Network has a program
line up of African American

movie classics, children s pro
gramming, talk, syndicated
programming, music video

^carwash;
QUIKLUBE)
*— & —:—x

NEWS
DEADLINE
4:00 PM
MONDAY

220 - 34th Street North, St. Petersburg

SINCE 1958

8:30 to 5:30 Monday - Saturday
74|

FULL
SERVICE OIL
CHANGE

THE
"FRESH
WORKS! 'N SHINE"
SAVE ‘2* SAVE $2“ SAVE $2°°
Includes Oil, Filter,
Lube, Visual Inspect., PLUS “Free Full Service

Car Wash”

*25.99

Plus Tax • (Reg. $27.99)
Coupon EXPIRES 1/5/01

What Do Dwight Gooden & Hall Of
Famer Willie Stargell Have in Common?

• We Wash Vans & Pickups Too!

327-1900

Safety Cheek

of America

• 24-Hour Self-Service Car Wash

DETAILING
CENTER

30 pt. Oil Change &

with program management

Clubs

cational enhancement, charac

teens through Boys & Girls

Managing Partner at MBC

The network is dedicated to

All Articles .
Submitted
Must Be
TypeWritten Or
Neatly Printed

Microsoft And Boys And Girls Clubs Announce
Club
Initiative
organization's fabric - from the
and computer training for staff.
Clubs across the country.
rww
-Microsoft
and software donation from

can, 24 hour cable network.

READ A
NEWSPAPER
EVERY DAY

more than 55 million albums

formances, the Air Force will
provide a B-2 that will circle

core programs including edu

and operated, African Ameri

at 823-4550 or 438-0521.

ly Joel; Whitney Houston;
Harry Connick, Jr.; Garth Bro
oks; Natalie Cole; Vanessa
Wiliams; Luther Vandross; Je

will be given the resources to
create, explore and discover

Holyfield serves as an
Executive Board Member and

ty. Ujamaa!
If interested contact Walter

around the world during its
first week of release.
At the same time, in the
U.S. Backstreet Boys - Nick

funded by a $100 million cash

graphical account.

small part to the economic
impact and uplift of the

time is 6pm ET.
,,
Presently recognized as tiie
biggest pop group in the world,
Backstreet Boys have sold

CBS will televise Super

Bowl XXXV live, including

Software Architect Bill Gates
and Boys & Girls Clubs of

produced and directed the bio

successful in creating opportu
nities which will assist in some

the national anthem. Game

the flag.

Club’s overall management to

boxing and also provides a
glimpse into his person life.

sure that Walter’s Security is

copies in its opening week.
Backstreet Boys will add
its name to the Super Bowl
national anthem list that in
cludes: Diana Ross, Barry
Mariilow; Neil Diamond; Bil

be virtually covered with other
red, white and blue symbols of

More than 3 million Club kids

and sports media.
The documentary recounts
the Champ’s career in the
sports and business world of

the class, Walter will woik

co-written by members of the
group, plus two songs solely
penned by all five Backstreet
Boys - achieved platinum sta
tus in 22 countries and gold
certification in 10 regions

tion of the National Anthem.
Tampa’s Tom Cooney will
sign the national anthem
Rickey Minor, who produced the sound trackof Whitney Houston’s popular Super
Bowl version 10 years ago in
Tampa, will create the track for
the Backstreet Boys rendition.
In addition to the musical per

The Qub Tech program,

friends, business associates

held in Clearwater on January

African-American communi

Within the next two weeks

Corp. Chairman and Chief

attended by many of his

guards, a training class will be

Backstreet Boys And Ray Charles To
Perform During Super Bowl XXXV

will be big screen TV monitors
throughout the venue. A por
tion of the proceeds from Sun

work features original shows

a private screening of his doc

per week at $7.50-8.00 per hr.
For those individuals who

and live performances outside

Documentary Screening
For Evander Holyfield

Aldridge & Norman LLP held

over 30 years, Walter knew he

for approximately 32-36 hours

Walter’s recent break at the churches, dances, and local
big times arose out of informa high school sporting events.

on the fourth floor Club level

Republica de Cuba, as football

Black college sports. The net

Jan. 10th thru Jan. 29th, 2001,

3rd and January 4th 2001 from
8am until 8pm. If interested in

“NFL Player Mania” begins at
3pm at the Cuban Club, along

der “The Real Deal” Holy-

Walter grew up in St Peters family members were sure that
buig, where he also raised four Walter would take it easy after
boys, Victor Ball, Anthony woiking two jobs for a little

females and males 18 and

over.” Tentative work sched
ules include 8 hr. shifts from

Army. Walter, one of nine sib church, Bethel Community
lings was raised on 6th Avenue Baptist Church, which eventu
ally led to other jobs with local
South.

On Saturday, Jan. 27th,

shows and live coverage of

dependable licensed security

may be interested and are not
licensed unarmed security

enjoy the cigar rollers, while
listening to smooth jazz and
latin grooves by live bands.

ATLANTA, GA - Evan

put together a team of 50

father, the late Lester Ellison. Alice Perkins who handles the
Mr. Ellison worked as a barber financial affairs for the compa
and was known for his strong ny began Walter’s Security out
hand and care of his family. of his love for his woik. While

Kelvin Ellison. Walter attend was only opening another
ed Gibbs High School, but chapter, in his yet still, young
received his GED during his life. Walter began his business
two years in the United States by taking small local jobs at his

Code magazine, the style mag
azine for men of color. ESPN

Sports Center anchor Stuart
Scott will serve as master of

Walter and his fiancee,

woik ethics passed on by his

fans enjoy free play on FL
GameDay 2001, along with

and Saturday nights, as the
three-day venue kicks off at

event during Super Bowl

Walter’s Security

CarWash. Blue Coral.
1000 Tri-Foam Wax System,
Under Chassis Spray &
Rust Inhibitor, Wheel Brite,
Armorall Tires, &
Air Freshener

FULLSERVICE
CAR WASH
Polish Wax,

Blue

Coral. Poly Sealant, Air
Freshener, & Wheel-Brite

FULL
SERVICE
CAR WASH

SAVE $1°°
Soft Cloth Car
Wash, Vacuum
Interior, Windows
Cleaned, Dash
Dusted, Exterior Towel
Dried & Detailed

14.00 ! *11.50 ! $o.95
Plus Tax • (Reg. $16.50)
Coupon EXPIRES 1/5/01

Plus Tax • (Reg. $13.50)
Coupon EXPIRES 1/5/01

At all 7-irs, ECKERDS, PUBLIX, KASH'N KARRY,
WINN-DIXIE & DISCOUNT AUTO Stores!

Plus Tax • (Reg. $9.95)
Coupon EXPIRES 1/5/01
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CheerWine Soft Drinks Available In
St. Petersburg Masonic Lodge #109
P.H.A. 108th AnniverSary Celebration Stores In Florida---------------------------have quenched the thirst of

Florida residents thanking us
and Food Lion for making
their favorite soft drinks avail

consumers throughout' the
Southeast for more than 80

able in their home state.”
Food Lion is a member of

years with a unique cherry
taste, rich burgundy color and

the Delhaize America Inc.
family of supermarket chains
with more than 1,100 Food

SALISBURY, NC Cheerwine soft drinks, which

bubbly effervescence, are now

available in 62 Food Lion
stores and 131 Kash n’ Karry
stores in northern and central

Lion stores in 11 states, as well

Florida.
‘We are very aware of the

more than 24,000 different
products and offer nationally

as Kash n’ Karry stores in
Florida. Company stores sell

popularity of Cheerwine in

and

Florida,” said Mark Ritchie,

brand name merchandise, as

president of Carolina Bever

well as a growing number of

age Corp., maker of Cheer

high-quality private label prod

wine and a fourth-generation,

ucts manufactured and pack

family-owned soft drink com

aged for Food Lion.
Carolina Beverage Corp,

pany headquartered in Salis

Police Chief Goliath Davis

ST. PETERSBURG - St.
Petersburg Masonic Lodge

and generate funds for charita

3130 18th Avenue South, St

dents of Florida wanting to

Petersbuig, FL.

tionship with Food Lion and
we were excited to learn that

reputation has traveled well,”

keted throughout the Carolinas

For more information, call

buy Cheerwine in their home
state,”he said. ‘We are simply

said Tawn Earnest, a Food

will be held Saturday, January
13th, 2001 at 6:30pm at the St

or see any member of Lodge
#109 or call 866-6334 or 867-

responding to that demand.”
Regular six-packs of

they wanted to carry Cheer
wine not only in their grocery

Lion spokesperson. “When we
received requests for Cheer

and portions of Georgia, Vir
ginia, Tennessee and West Vir

Petersburg Masonic

1612.

Cheerwine are available in all

stores, but also in all Kash n’
Karry locations,” Richie said.

wine from Floridians, we sei
zed the opportunity to be

Food Lion is one of the

responsive to shoppers and to

Goliath Davis, ID.
This program will provide

Hall,

College Tuition Outpaces Inflation - Will
You Be Ready When Your Kids Are?
the age of the child.

According to a recent report by
The College Board, nation

man of the Florida Prepaid
College Program. “For most of

future.
The program offers three
tuition plans: a dormitory plan;

wide college tuition is outpac
ing inflation, rising 4.4 percent

us, it is not a question ifv/Q
want our children and grand

and a local fee plan, covering
other college fees. The plan

There are tax advantages
too. The gain on the prepaid
plan is tax-deferred until the
student uses the plan. At that

at public four-year colleges

children to go to college. It is a
question of how best to pre

can be used at any Florida uni
versity or community college,

time, the earnings aie taxable
to the student at a rate that is

lege tuition has increased 104

pare.”
For more than a decade,

select technical schools and

typically much lower than for
the person who purchased the.

percent in the last 12 years,

the Florida Prepaid College

offering a fixed monthly pay

eclipsing the national average

Program has been helping

ment plan, the program fosters

and is projected to triple by the

families plan and save for col

time today’s newborn goes to

lege. The program locks in the

the discipline to save that some
families need. This year, the

college.

cost of college at today’s
prices. What you pay today is
guaranteed by the State of
Florida, no matter how much

year colleges. In Florida, col

“College costs are rising.
Yet, study after study suggests
that most families will not be
prepared to' pay for college,”

wine and Diet Cheerwine soft

drink brands, which are mar

ble functionsThe Anniversary Banquet

masonic hall.
Worshipful Mastor Eddie

and 5.2 percent at private four-

mails each week from resi

attend this gala affair.

their lodge in a banquet, at their

TALLAHASSEE

1917 and originated the Cheer

Pringle invites the public to
Guest speaker will be St
Petersburg Police Chief

#109 celebrates the histoiy of

advertised

was founded in Salisbury in

bury, N.C.
‘We receive up. to 10 e-

Eddie Pringle

regionally

says Stanley G. Tate, Chair

college tuition increases in the

most out-of-state colleges. By

four-year university tuition
plan starts at just $56 per

Food Lion and Kash n’ Karry
stores in Florida. In addition to
its availability in northern and

ginia. Carolina Beverage is
also a major distributor of its
own Blue Mist purified water.

For

more

information

nation’s largest supermarket

promote the growing populari

about Cheerwine, its history,

central Florida, Cheerwine is
distributed in North and South
Carolina, as well as portions of
Tennessee, Georgia, Virginia

chains and, like Cheerwine,

ty of Cheerwine.”
“Cheerwine sales have
been strong since the soft

products and recipes, as well as

drink’s premier in Florida,”

line, visit the website at

and West Vuginia.
‘We have a terrific rela-

spread popularity in our home
state of North Carolina, and its

Ritchie said. “In .fact, we aye

www.cheerwine.com.

Member, Florida Commission

and to plan strategies to

increase funding. At a town
meeting hosted by Pinellas

Counties.
Meeting will be held on

headquartered in Salisbury,

N.C.
“Cheerwine enjoys wide

information on how to pur

chase Cheerwine products on

Town Meeting

plan..
The deadline to enroll in

PINELLAS PARK - Rep
resentative Frank Farkas, Rep
resentative Leslie Waters of

the program is Friday, January

Pinellas County, Representa

on Mental Health and Sub
stance Abuse and Horida Part
ners in Crisis, PinellasZPasco

County Public Defender Bob

January 4, 2001 1pm - 5pm,
SL Petersbuig Junior College

26, 2001. For more informa
tion, call toll free 1-800-552-

tive Heather Fiorentino of

Counties, invite you to provide

Dillinger, Key Leader, Part

Health Center, 7200 66th

Pasco County, Sallie Parks,

input on Mental Health issues

ners in Crisis, Pinellas/Pasco

Street North, Pinellas Park.

GRAD (4723) and press

month or $7,083, if paid in full.

prompt 1 or visit www.flori-

The prices vary based on the
plan type, payment option and

daprepaidcollege.com.

We must welcome the future/ remembering that soon it will be the past; and we must
respect the past, remembering that once it was ail that was humanly possible.

- George Santayana

■
■

New things come to light during Kwanzaa.

At Publix, we recognize the importance of values and embrace
the celebration of Kwanzaa in African-American communities.

Publix.
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ENTERTAINMENT
Star-Studded Holiday Special
- - --

■ • > "
»-

■
III

ill

1

> IP

impetuous brother and Eva
Birthistle as Noemie, the

for a living and who seduces

another claimant for her affec

Newman into a business and

tions. Mortally wounded, he

Diana Rigg plays Claire’s
imperious mother, Madame de

bohemian mistress shared by

sexual relationship.

airing on WEDU Wednesday, ’ Bellegarde, a descendant of an
ancient noble family, who dis
Jan. 3rd at 9pm. An encore

“The American” opens as

TAMPA - The era when,

Emmy Award-winner (for

upstart America challenged the

“Rebecca”) and Mystery', host

age-old privileges of Europe is
portrayed in “The American, ”

■mBIw

II ,

Masterpiece Theatre’s American Collection ’’The
American”--------------------------------------------------- ——

1I

■

broadcast of the two-hour pro

courages Newman’s overtures,

gram, adapted from Henry
James’ darkly romantic novel

toward Claire. The program

published in 1877, airs on Sun

also stars Andrew Scott as
Valentin, Claire’s effette and

C A1 .'

tion that may prove the key to

Newman arrives in Paris,

obsessed with Claire that he
breaks off relations with

naively receptive to all its
charms and mysteries. One

Noemie, who soon ends up in
Valentin’s arms. Deeply jeal

charmer is Noemie, who

ous of his mistress, Valentin
blunders into a duel with

copies paintings in the Louvre

wrestling Claire from her
mother’s clutches.

Real Blonde, Married to the

Mob, Full Metal Jacket) stars

_
VI
_____ w

;Z
R
1

Wiill

as Christopher Newman, a
19th-century “new man” who

has amassed a fortune'in Cali
fornia and heads to Europe to
learn its ways and find a wife.

L1

Aisling

O’Sullivan

(“The

days” emphasized the differ
ence a family can make in the

about 43 percent of the 46,000

background ignite obsessive

Muhammad Ali and other

lives of the more than 122,000
American children currently in

give of their talent and their

foster care. More than 58,000
of these children are African

adoptions from foster care in
1999.
The second annual “A

desire in the American.

noted celebrities generously

Destiny’s Child, Vanessa
Williams, Brian McKnight,

hearts in “AHome for the Hol

children in foster care who are

American, according to a
recent report by the American

waiting for permanent homes.

Foster Care Analysis Report

The special aired at 8pm on

ing System (AFCARS). Last

Dec. 21st.

year, nearly 20,000 African

idays,” a CBS special about

Gladys

whose beauty and enigmatic

0-3*1
ference in the life of a child.

Home for the Holidays” re
minds television viewers that
eveiyday, loving families are
formed through adoption

when dedicated individuals
decide to make a powerful dif-

For

more

information

about adoption or for informa
tional materials, please call

kaKh“n

soprano

Renee

Fleming and her special guests
warm up a winter evening in

and standard American, tunes,
laced with narrative and

insight into the worlds of both

performer and composer. Bev
erly Sills hosts the 90-minute

“Renee Fleming @ the Pent
house”. Joined by tiie Orpheus
Chamber Orchestra, Fleming
and her special guests offer a

These stars are so hot, ■

Adoptable Children at (651)

644-3036.

.

program from the Stanley H.
Kaplan Penthouse, airing on
WEDU Thursday, Jan. 4th at

program of classical favorites

9pm.

THEY’LL MAKE YOUR NIGHT SIZZLE.

Fleming’s newest record

Grammy for Best Classical

ings include an album of arias

Vocal Performance for “The

entitled “Renee Fleming:
Massenet’s Thais”
with

Beautiful Voice.”

Thomas Hampson, Yves Abel

conducting; and guest vocals
on Two Worlds hy jazz, greats
Dave Giusin and Lee Ritenour. In 1999, Fleming won a

Yolanda Adams

LOU Rawls

North American Council on

Live From Lincoln Center ’’Renee Fleming
At The Penthouse1’—-—
Superstar

PattiLan

Knighl

Collins) stars as Claire de Cintre, a young Parisian widow

“A Home for the Holi

Aretha Franklin

Wyvem Mystery,” Michael

American children were adop
ted from foster care. That is

LOS ANGELES, CA -

American

dalous family secret - a revela

day, Jan. 7th at 9pm.
Matthew Modine (The

L-R: Brian McKnight and Vanessa Williams

TAMPA -

hints to Newman of a scan

However, Newman is so

Newman and Valentin.

Eve

WEDU is an essential
resource dedicated to educa
tion, culture and citizenship,
and exists through the direct
financial support of the community.

n i n g

STAR S

Gerald Levert
Co-Hosts:

Don Cheadle Joins Nicholas
Cage In The Family Man-----

★ A

Debbie Allen

m

★ Vivica A. Fox

it

Kevon Edmonds ■

m

V

Robert Tow
Special Appear#

Sinbad
iBBATtON o/ EDUCATIONAL BXCEUE

BENEFITING THE
HMihi Ni i.ko Com

kcr

Fiat)

fruMB in January 67cntcK yovu locai television uh

US
1

PtoGE Your Support In Advance! 1-800-527-5222

www.uncf.

Our special thanks to:
AmericanAirlines

AT&T

DaimlerChrysler

Coach Has More Class*

Prudential
©2000 UNCF

L-R: Nicolas Cage and Don Cheadle

Ticket Locations:

HOLLYWOOD, CA-On

HBO’s A Lesson Before Dying

December 22nd, Don Cheadle

where he starred opposite

will be seen in Universal Pic

Cicely Tyson and Mekhi

tures The Family Man, star
ring opposite Nicolas Cage

Phifer. The film, based on the

and Tea Leoni. The film tells

best-selling,

critically

Wiggins (Cheadle) who re

saken love for his career and

where he was raised. In

wakes up one day to find him

March, Cheadle was seen in

self living the life he would

Touchstone Pictures, Mission

have enjoyed had he married

to Mars, opposite Gary Sinise

his college sweetheart. Chea

and Tim Robbins. Cheadle

dle plays Cash, the unlikely

recently appeared as part of the

turns to teach ih the small town

“angel of regret,” who trans

stellar cast of the thrilling live

ports Jack into this new life,

black and white CBS televi

thus, he becomes the catalyst

sion event, Fail Safe: He

for the Jack to reexamine his

starred opposite such acting

life.
Since being named Best

greats as James Cromwell,

Supporting Actor by the Lost

fuss and Harvey Keitel in

Angeles Film Critics for his

breakout performance oppo

George Clooney’s adaptation
of the novel by Harvey Wheel

site Denzel Washington in

er and Eugene Burdick.

fSZ PfTCWSBOiO
Le’Mark Cruise
Master of Ceremony

Comedy
Appearance
Starring:
Ryan Robinson

/

COC15<OM IKJO

COSSfS OF f 9 S 5 * f 99 5
iOCA CffGA.

Cheadle has been seen in

has consistently turned in pow

Fox’s Warren Beatty-directed

erful performances on the

Bulworth,

stage and screen.

received an NAACP nomina

for which

oscatA

'bYC'b / PANciwq

Simply Natural Braid
Salon & Boutique
1622-24 Central Ave.

Uhu.ru House Black Gym
1245 18th Ave. S.

ST.
FLDKH1*

ST. PETERSBURG

COLISEUM
$3$ 4TH AVE. N.
z 7*7 -892-5202
(NEAR MIRROR lake)

laCk IP 1

TIME & DATE

http://reunion.btackip.com

8:oopm - iiooam
SAT. DEC. 30

we

DRESS CODE

tion and Universal’s Out of
Sight, the Steven Soderbergh

remarkable portrayal of Sam

directed adaptation Elmore

Performin
orming Live:

my Davis, Jr. in HBO’s The

Leonard’s novel alongside

"Hard
ird Groove" - Tampa Bay

Rat Pack and also received an

George

Emmy nomination for that

Lopez and Vmg Rhames.

Jennifer

Sweet Temptations Ice
Cream Parlor
2255 34th S.

STPETERSBUHC

a Golden Globe award for his

Clooney,

Robert's Barber & Beauty
3010 54th Ave. S.
(next to Albertson's)

wiraasr

Brian Dennehy, Richard Drey-

Devil in a Blue Dress, Cheadle

role and his starring role in

FIRST ANNUAL

REUNION JAM 2000

ac

claimed novel by Ernest J.
Gaines, tells the story of Grant

tiie story of Jack Campbell, a
New York investment banker,
played by Cage', who has for

Last year Cheadle received

:

DRESS TO IMPRESS
mostt popular Modern Funk/R&
Band.
’his band has been packing
J. T
This
packin
the house at Tampa's newest hotspot,
Kennedy.
Sacks, on West Kf

TICKET PRICE
$20 ADVANCE

$25 AT THE DOOR
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CAT
Trinity Presbyterian Plans 75th Church
Anniversary —------------ ——

Pleasant Grove Missionary Baptist Church
Family invite you to worship

ing. The General Home Mis
sion will be in charge of the

will render song service and

games and free hot dogs, ham

the Adult Male Ushers will

burgers and drinks.
Sunday morning Dr. Ray
mond Anglin, Pastor of Peace
Ascension Presbyterian Chu

Installments are being accept

vice. The Senior Male Chorus

Joseph Gordon, Moderator.
The Watch Night services will

will render song service and

be held at the Friendship M. B.

“By whom also we have

servein the 7am early morning

the Adult Male Ushers will

Church, December 31st at

access by faith into this grace

worship service. This service

serve. President Sister Gladys

8:30pm. Rev. John A. Evans,

wherein we stand, and rejoice

will be sponsored by the Dea
conesses. Sister Jura Philpot

D. Newton will be the speaker.

in hope of the Glory of God.”

rch, Lauderhill Florida speak

will be the Speaker, Sister Mil

will meet jointly, December

Host Pastor.
Pleasant Grove tours the
Smoky Mountains on April

er. An all volunteer choir will

dred Jackson is President
Sunday school begins at

27-29th at the ML Tabor MB.

the planning committee from
right to left seated are: Maxine
Terry, Dr. Frederick D.

Thursday 6:30pm praise
service, 7pm, Bethel Commu

Terry,

Pastor,

Delores

Williams, and Alma Single

vice. Organization in charge
.are
Men’s, Women’s, and
Avenue South is planning it’s
75th Anniversary, January Youth.
Wednesday 6:30pm, prai
16th through 21st, 2001. The

nity Baptist Church will be the

tary, standing are Carolyn

visiting congregation with
Reverend Manuel L. Sykes,

Ferguson,

se service, 7pm, Mt Zion Pro
gressive Baptist Church, Rev

Minister. He will also have
with him his choir, ushers and

Thompson, and Cora Mack.

erend Louis Murphy, Pastor
will conduct service. His choir,
ushers, and congregation will

congregation. The churches

are Bufus Gammon, Delores

committee in charge is Evan
gelism, Deacon Board, Seni

Smith, Eddie L. Jenkins,
Jazmine

evening, Travelers Rest Bap
tist Church will open the event
with service of praise 6:30pm 7pm. The choir, ushers and

be accompanying him. Orga
nizations in charge are Chnst-

ors Fellowship and Senior

Stokes, and Mary Robinson.

Choir.
Friday 7pm the committee
will host a banquet at Eckerd

The public is invited to

Minister Reverend Donald F.

school Couples Class.

the entire week.
Beginning on Tuesday

ian Education, Worship, Shep
herding Group 1, and Sunday

Emmanuel Christian Fellowship
The Ministerial Staff, Offi
cers and members of Em
manuel, thank God for each of

We would like to wish the
community a Merry Christ

you, our prayers are always

mas, and a Prosperous New
Year, that can happen only in

with you.

Christ Jesus.

"Soaring Higher in
Christ Jesus"

Our doors stay open to
you. Let us remain prayerful
one for tiie other.

Give a hug and a smile to

Louis

Jackie

Ward,

Williams,

Eloise

Sing unto the Lord; for He

Saint Mark
9:45am 11:00am
6:00pm- 7:00pm

Sunday-ChurchSchool,

’ Sunday-Worship Service,
Tuesday- Operation "BIG EAR",

Spiritual Counseling
Wednesday- Prayer Meeting & Bible Study,

7:00pm- Until
6:30pm- 7:30pm
7:00pm

Thursday- Tutoring for K thru 5th, ;
Friday- Great Book Review for Youth,
Saturday- Young Men's Bible Study, "Teen Word"
Each 2nd and 4th Saturday of the month

9:00am- 10:00am
2232 62nd Avenue South

Pastor Keturah
D. Pittman

St. Petersburg, Florida 33712

(727) 867-2400

Bible Holiness Church of God in Christ

7th-13th and the Hawaiian
Islands, July 29th-August 4th,

'Church of Tampa. Rev. James

Liberty.

this grand opportunity to hear

This service will take place

Alfreda,

the

what the Spirit is speaking to
the church. Bishop Moten will

out and shout, thou inhabitant

WOFCC church family will

prepare us to enter into the

Center, 309

of Zion; for great is the Holy

ring in the New Year with a

New Year at a higher level in

North, SL Petersbuig, FL. Foj

one of Israel in the midst of

joyful shout of praise, prayer

the Lord - as he ministers the

thee (Isa 12:5-6).

and testimonies.
COME ONE,

Word of God under the power
and anointing of the Holy Spir

additional information yor
may call the church at (727

IT FRIT ,EF, - The acceptable

year of the Lord - The year of

The Family
That Prays
Together
Stays
Together

Robert

share in the celebration.

Prayer is a tremendous force.
It can heal a broken
body...repair a severed
relationship....or restore a joy
that has been lost.

Bishop Ronald and Pastor
along

with

COME

ALL - you don’t want to miss

it

tist Church, January Agenda,

Departments.

1500 Pennsylvania Avenue,
Clearwater,, Rev. Fleming

naires, Jackson Mississippi,
Rev. Fleming Tarver & The

446-6056 or 443-1945.

Tarver, Pastor.

Original Florida Spiritualaires,

Watch Night Services -

1116. Mighty Son’s of Zion,

December 31st 9pm, spon
sored by the Upper Pinellas

The Gospel Warriors, Tampa;
The
Gospel
Miraclette,

Ministerial Alliance.

Tampa; and The Nursing

First Gospel Explosion of

Home

Bro. Robert Smith

Retreat 8am-2pm.

Ministry

Sunday School .................8:45 a.m.

Sunday Morning Bible Class............. .. 9:00 a.m.
Sunday Morning Worship ....... .10:30 a.m.
Ladies Bible Class Monday...................7:00 p.m.
Sunday EveningWorship ........... ..
.5:00 p.m. •
Monday Evening Bible Class................ 7:00 p.m.
Wednesday Evening Bible Class . . . .7:00 p.m.

Worship Service ................. 10 a.m
Prayer Services . .,.Wed., 6:30 p.m

Bible Study........ . Wed., 7:30 p.m.

Good Samaritan Baptist Fellowship
Meeting at Covenant Presbyterian Church
4201 6th Street South, St. Petersburg, Florida

i
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Wednesday Bible Study: 7:30 P.M.

• Wholistic Ministry (Physical, Mental, and Emotional)
• Bible Based Fellowship Considering the Biblical Commands in Light of Contemporary
Problems
• Promoting the Self-Worth and Equality of All Persons
• Non-Sexist Participation • Youth Ministry
NATHANIEL W. TINDALL, II, PASTOR

Rev Brian, K Brown

ffocu.i.td.ffox

Jan. 14th: Pastor’s Banquet
Jan. 20th: Women Annual

Services

4000 - 5th Avenue S., St. Petersburg, FL 33711
Rev. William W. Johnson, Pastor
Sunday School................. ................... ......................... .. .. . 9:30 a.m.
Worship Service. ..................... .). .. .............. ..
. . . . 11:00 a.m.
Prayer service .......... > . ... . Wednesday 6:30 p.m.
Youth Bible Study.................................... Wednesday 6:30 p.m.
Adult Bible Study . . . . . . . ....... Wednesday 7:00 p.m.

2512 22nd Ave. S.
St. Pete, FL 33712
327-0997
Rev. P.D.H. Leonard
Pastor

Jan. 7th: Early Morning
Worship Service, 8am.

Rev. Manuel L? Sykes

St. Joseph Church
2101 - 22nd Ave. S., St. Petersburg

Mt. Pilgrim Missionary Baptist Church

Christ Gospel Church

Outreach

For information please call

Corrnunity
Church

Bethel

“One weekjrom church makes one weak.”

Sunday School 10 a.m.
Morning Service 11:30 a.m.
YPWW 5:30 p.m. Sunday
Church Service 6:30 p.m. Sunday
Night Services 7:30 p.m.
Tuesday Services 7:30 p.m,
Prayer Meeting, Wednesday 7:30 p.m.
Bible Band, Thursday 7:30 p.m.

be

sponsored by the Mission

2001 - Jan. 5th 7:30pm, featur
ing: The Jackson Souther-

SL John Missionary Bap

1135 37th Street South, St. Pete, FL
Elder Clarence Welch, Pastor

will

PHONE: 896-6722

Schedule of Services

Prayer Tower Church Of God In Christ

804-6404.
Refreshments

St. John Missionary Baptist

Sunday Worship Service: 8:45 A.M.

Pastor: Elder B.O. Walker

15th Avenue

1045 - 16tE Street S., St, Pete, FL 33712

820 20th Street South
St. Pete, FL
Home: 896-8006

Church School............................
9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship .....................
11 a.m.
Baptist Training Union..............
5 p.m.
.Evening Worship.......................................... 6:30 p.m.
Prayer Meeting
Thursday............................ .............................. 7 p.m.

at the Wings of Faith Christiai

served.

20th Street
Church Of
Christ

1301 - 37th Street South, St. Petersburg, FL

The members would like to invite
you and your family to worship with
us. Our services are:
Tuesday Morning Prayer
9:00am
Weds.-Family Worship
7:00pm
Sunday School
10:00am
Sunday Morning Worship 11:15am
Sunday Evening Worship 7:00pm

Romans 5:12.
Happy New Year!!

is known in ad the earth. Cry

hath done excellent things, this

ST. MARK MISSIONARY BAPTIST CHURCH

419 - 5th Street S., St. Petersburg, FL 33701
Phone: 898-3838

Congress No. Two and Six

December 31st, 2000 at lOpn

Other members not shown

Clarke,

10:50 am mid-morning ser

Wines Of Faith Christian Center NeW
Yearns Eve Jubilee Service------------------

someone for Christmas!

African Methodist Episcopal Church

Curry at 864-2937 after 7pm
ed now.
Thought for the Week

with them on Sunday, Dec.
31st. The Senior Male Chorus

Pictured are members of

Today and Forever”. A num
ber of events arc planned for

2001.
Please contact Sister Kay

of Congress No. Six, Rev.

the speaker.

theme is ‘Trinity: Yesterday,

Congress No. Two, Rev.
Thomas D. Leonard, President

Deacon Philip Carter, presid

Dr. Hayden Crawford will be

urch located at 2830 22nd

C. McDonald, President of

the Pleasant Grove Church

concert by the Alumni Singers.

Browne will conduct the ser

9:30am with Superintendent

College.
Saturday, January 20th, at
12pm, until 3pm, the church
will have community day with

provide music. The activities
will conclude with a musical

Trinity Presbyterian Ch

Pastor Joseph Gordon and

Father Callist Nyambo, Pastor

Sunday Masses Are At:
9 a.m. and 11 a.m.
Gospel Choir 9 a.m.
Traditional Choir 11 a.m.

Pteaiant Cj'iaue MttAMMVuf Papttit QliuAck
2550 9th Avenue S. • St. Petersburg, FL
7.90 a.m.

Early Morning Worship.......................................................

’ffuiu.xe

Sunday School.......... ....................................................................... 9.30 am

Morning Worship......................................................... ............... 19.50 a.m.
Baptist Training Union........................................................................ ..4:30p.m.
Communion............................................ ........... 7:00 a.m. & 11:00 a.m”

Greater Mt. Zion African
Methodist Episcopal Church

SUNDAY

Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Morning Worship 11:45 a.m.
Evening Worship 7:30 p.m.

Prayer Meeting & Bible Study

Rev. Joseph Gordon, Pastor

REV. CLARENCE WILLIAMS, PASTOR
919 - 20th Street S., St. Petersburg, FL 33712

TUESDAY

“The Church Where Everybody Is Somebody”

Evangelical Service 7:30 p.m.

Early Morning Worship 7:30 a.m. • Sunday School 9:30 a.m.

PRAYER TIMES

Morning Worship 11:00 a.m. • All Male Bible Study Weds. 6:30 p.m.

New Hope Missionary
Baptist Church

Prayer Meeting Wednesday 7:30 p.m.

2120 19th St. S., St. Pete • 896-5228

Bible Study 7:30 p.m.
FRIDAY

Tuesdays, Fridays & Sundays - half an hour
before service.
Mondays & Thursdays, 7:30 p.m.
Friday nights at midnight.

Bible Study Monday 6:00 p.m.

Vintage Bible Study Wednesday 11:00 a.m. - 12 noon

RADIO BROADCAST

Live Broadcast WRXB (Every Sunday 8:30 a.m.)
Tape Ministry • Bus Ministry

Sundays 7:45 a.m.
If you would like to come to church and do not have a way,
call 327-0997.

Need a tape of a service or transportation - Dial 894-1393

The Church Where Everyone Is Welcome

("The church with a heart in the heart of the city")

v

'

Wednesdays ............................. . ................... ....................................7;30 pm

10:30 AM............... PRAISE & WORSHIP SERVICES ........... SUNDAY
9:00 AM..............................CHURCH SCHOOL................... .SUNDAY
5:00 PM...................... FELLOWSHIP & DINNER................ TUESDAY
7:00 PM...................................... BIBLE STUDY..................... TUESDAY
6:00 PM............................ PRAYER SERVICES ..................... TUESDAY
7:30 PM...................... MASS CHOIR REHEARSAL............ THURSDAY
Join us for any of our services where you will always find
“JESUS BEING PREACHED AND TAUGHT”

Rev. Alvin Moore, Pastor

Breakthrough Christian Center
Come expecting the unexpect

Friendship
Missionary Baptist

Sunday night!

Sunday

night! We have been anticipat
ing this night. Be sure and
come early to get a seat for our

Join us Friday at 7:30pm
for a powerful “Jubilee Ser

high spirited services, as we

them during Christmas Eve

praise God for another blessed

worship service. The telling of

the leadership of Pastor John

year.
Good news of Salvation: I
will greatly rejoice in the Lord,

the Christmas story in song,

Night service will be held Sun
day night James Bolden will

dance, and skit, was indeed a

lead Kwanzaa observance.

joy to behold!

my soul shall be joyful in my
God; for He hath clothed me

first Lord's Day after Christ

Testimonies of praise and
thanksgiving will be emphasis
of Watch Night service. Soup

mas. Missionary ministry will

will be served at end of these

rapid growth. The church fam
ily offers thanksgiving to God
for progress being made in this

be focus of praise and procla

events. Members will com

vital ministry.

Services, December 31st and

With the garments of salvation,
he hath covered me with the

administering in this power-

Beginning at 8am, the

packed service.
No service on Tuesday,

Deacons will lead in Devotion
Prayer/Praise Services.

robe of righteousness, as a

Jan. 2nd or Friday, January 5th.
See you at Breakthrough,
1940 49th Street South. Gall us

The Voices of Friendships

with ornaments, and as a bride

(All Choirs) will render the

adometh herself with jewels.

at (727) 3214986 or fax us at

greet you, and Pastor Evans
will preach the divine Word of

songs of praise (he ushers will

bridegroom decketh himself

Isaiah 61:10.
Weekly Schedule:

Thurs., Jan. 4th: 7-8:45pm,

We are looking forward to

your prayer requests: GLEN-

seeing you Sunday morning in
a dynamic “Power Break

NMILLER @ VERIZON-

Church school is held at

vice” with Pastor Glenn minis

MAIL.COM. Come as you

9:30am opening with the

tering.

through Service” at 11am.

are - no dress code!!

Superintendent in charge. At

Fri., Jan. 5th: 7pm Church

10:45am, a second service is

held opening with the Minister

Conference.
Wed., Jan. 10th: 12 Noon,

of Music, Bro. John Frazier

Noonday Bible Study, also

and Praise Team. .
Watch Night Services will

each Wednesday from 12

be held this year at Friendship
Missionary Baptist Church,

istry serving lunch to all needy

God.

Prayer/Praise Services and

Bible Study, also -7:45pm
Youth Enrichment Hour.

noon-2pm, Bread of Life Min

in the community.

December 31st, 2000. Time:

Whatever you desire of the Lord, take it to
Him in prayer.

Mission Sunday is also

Pastor Hardy, The Mary
Ann Jones Missionary Society
and the members of Bethel

3144 Th(rd Avenue South
St. Petersburg, FL
Phone:323-7518

extends an invitation for all to
join us Sunday for Missionary

Altermease William They are

Day.

going to be busy as bees, but

The speaker is Mrs. Elnora
Dixson of Mt Carmel A.M.E.,
Tampa. She is the Episcopal

I

Rev. Wayne G. Thompson, Pastor

»
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Sunday School - 9:30

;

Come Worship WlTH

I

THE FlRST BAPTIST FAMILY

Sunday Morning Worship............

.

IIS •
1888 •

Sunday School 9:30
Sunday Morn 11:45
Monday Prayer 6:00
Tuesday Bible Study 7:30
Friday Service 7:30

Pastor Tony B.
Young, Sr.

Church: 327-8072
Pastor: Elder. Franklin Evans

Communion is observed quarterly
the first Sunday after every 5th Sunday.

. <&nmmunxtg (ttfyutclj
The Reverend Don A. Gaskin, Pastor

pm

2335 - 22nd Avenue South
P.O. Box 15935 • St. Petersburg, FL 33733
Bible Study Fellowship 6:30 PM (Wed.)

New Faith
Free Methodist Church

Deacon Ministry............................. ............................................................................Deacon Edward Nesbitt

Finance Ministry ............

...................i.*. . . ................................... James Robinson

Children & Youth Ministry ...................................................... .............................................. Joyce Robinson
Clerk Ministry.................................................................................................................................. Wyvonnia McGee

"A Church With Passion for God and Compassion for People"

Phone: 824-2814, Pastor • 323-1290, Church
THEME: Looking Upward, Search ing Inward, Striving Onward

7:00 p.m.

Sunday Morning Services
Sunday School...............................................................9:30

6:30 p.m.

11

Morning Worship........................................... ..... ........ 8:00 a.m.
Sunday School..................................... ............ ............. 9:30 a.m.
Mid-Morning Worship.................. .............................. 11.-00 a.m.
Prayer Meeting and Bible Class Wed........................ 7:00 p.m.

;Ne£u

2427 Irving Avenue South, St. Petersburg, FL

Prayer & New Comers Class

Daily Prayer (M-F)

Macedonia Freewill Baptist Church
2361 Seventh Avenue South
St. Petersburg, Florida
Rev. John Copeland, Pastor

Wisdom School 9:50 AM • Morning Worship 10:30 AM

11:15 a.m.

(Wednesday)

Dr. Frederick D. Terry

and a Christian community for everyone

The Church Where Everyone Is Welcome

SERVICE TIMES:

9:30 a.m.

Bible Study (Monday)

Tou are invited to share spiritual nurturing, preaching of the Gospel

For transportation to the church, call 527-8196 or 327-2391.

Apostle Kenneth Miller, Sr., Pastor

1948 49th St. S. • St. Pete, FL 33707

. . . ________ .B.T.U.

9:00 AM. .......................................................... . . ................. Prayer Time
9:30 AM................................. .............................................. Sunday Sakool
11:00 AM........................................................................ ..................
12:30 PM............................................................. After Service Fellowship
Wednesday 6:30 PM Prayer Meeting and BiLle Study

World Evangelism Radio Broadcast:
Sundays - WTAN 1340 AM 3:00 pm - 4:00 pm
Apostle Kenneth Miller, Sr. Pastor.

Sunday Morning: 10:30 am
Wednesday Night: Biblical Upkeep 8:00

Emmanuel Christian
Fellowship Inc.

. ...

(727) 327-8560

St. Petersburg, FL

Morning Worship....... ............ ........ ....11:00 a.m.

____ .... Worship Service

Trinity Presbyterian Church

(more information)
Fax: (727) 896-1345 •

Sunday School....... ............. ............... 9:30 a.m.

. .Sunday School

"The Little Church Where
Everybody Is Som ebody"

923 M.L. King St. South, St. Petersburg

Early Morning Worship....................... 8:00 a.m.

Morning Worship

5:00 p.m.

We invite you to come worship with us
as the Presence of the Lord fills the house.

303 7tFairfield Avenue

Sunday School

11:00 a.m.

(727) 502-W.E.C.C.

321-3545

.................... Morning Service

.

9:45 a.m. .............

WORLD EVANGELISM
CHRISTIAN CENTER

Rev. Marcus H. Burke, Jr. - Pastor

New Year!!

2830 - 22xiJ Avenue South • St. Petersburg, Florida 33712

2/37 ffoettcce, S&titd
St. T^eCena^u^,
33712
(727) X2/-S444

Moore's Chapel
AME Church
3rd century

8:00 a.m.

11am

........................... 7pm

WELCOME! "Enter fd Worship; depart to serve"

ft

Rev. Johnnie Lee Williams, Pastor

From the entire member
ship of Bethel AM.E, Happy

Church Services

Evangelistic Service i . Friday 7:30pm

PEOPLE OF CHRIST CHURCH

Sunday School
...................... .. . .9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship . . .......................................... .11 a.m.
Night Worship ..................... • • 7 p.m.
Tuesday Bible Class . . . ................ ........ . 8 p.m.
Wednesday Prayer Meeting . ....... ... . . . 8 p.m.
Friday Tarry Service................. ..............• • .8 p.m.
Saturday Sabbath School........................
. . . 11 a.m.

Come, and share in this
worship experience.

1121 22nd Street So., St. Petersburg, FL
Rev. Wallace Elliott, Pastor

Bible Study................. . Tuesday 7:30pm

3000 - 4th Avenue S. • St. Petersburg, FL
327-5926 • 327-2656

Chapel AM.E, where Rev.
Marcus Burke is the pastor.

Missionary Baptist Church

Prayer Service........................ Tuesday 7pm

a.m.

All Nations Church of God By Faith

Service will be at Moore’s

First. Mt. Zion

Holy Communion . . .Every 1st Sunday

■ •>>>.:•&

Because of this great effort,
Wisdom School for children
and youth is experiencing

Sunday School............ 9:30am

a.m.

: Morning Worship - 11:00

sweet as honey for the New
Year.
Our Annual Watch-Night

Early Sunday Morning Service . . .8am

Sunday Evening

•

encouragement, and guidance.

Faith is a gift bestowed by the Lord, joyfully illuminating
your path in a way no other light can. It enables you to
overcome obstacles, to endure hardships and to persevere
until you reach your goal. Would you like to walk by faith?
God is eager to grant His priceless gift to you, ifyou
will only ask for it.

Church Theme for the Year:
"PREPARING FOR THE OVERFLOW!" The Year of Reaping the Harvest!

VX •

Y.P.D. Director. She is a
dynamic leader and speaker.
The Missionaries are
under the leadership of Sis.

1400 - M.L. King St. S., St. Petersburg 33701 • (727) 823-3611
Rev. Harry Jones, Pastor

:First Baptist Institutional Church :

to parents and grandparents for
their
Christian
support,

Bethel A.M.E. Church

GREATER LIGHT A.M.E. ZION CHURCH
I
I
I

mence assembling at 10pm
Christian commendations

come out and share in these

Hylton Family from Atlanta,
GA. Pastor Glenn will be

Helen Steiner Rice

mation. Members are remind
ed to wear white Mission Tshirts on Sunday.
Kwanzaa and Watch

Our Lord and Saviour Jesus
Christ.” The Friendship Mis
sionary Baptist Church under

to all Church related events
and activities during the week.

Time is not measured by the years that you live
But by the deeds that you do and the joy that you give And each day as it comes brings a chance to each one
To love to the fullest, leaving nothing undone
That would brighten the life or lighten the load
Of some weary traveler lost on Life’s Road So what does it matter how long we may live
If as long as we live we unselfishly give.

A salute of Christian love

and gratitude to children and
youth for the joy generated by

“New Year’s Eve Service” that
starts promptly at 8:30pm.
Special musical guests are the

The Joy of Unselfish Giving

New Philadelphia

8pm. Everyone is invited to

A. Evans, Sr., cordially invite
you to our Sunday Worship

(727) 321-3937. E-mail us

15

“Greetings in the name of

ed.

Glenn Miller

a
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Morning Worship............................................ .............11:00

a.m.-12 p.m.

Youth Bible Study .........................................................Wed.

“All Are Welcome" • “Bring A Friend”

Adult Bible Study & Prayer Service

Friendship
Missionary Baptist

pm
pm

Rev. Curtiss L. Lang, Pastor

rBethel African Methodist Episcopal Church
"We're Busy as Bees But Sweet As Honey"

(727) 906-8300

912 Third Avenue North
St. Petersburg, FL 33705
Phone: 727-822-2089 ,

Pastor John A. Evans, Sr.
Pastor John A. Evans

CHURCH SERVICES

“Where strangers meet with friends and sinners find- their God.”

6:30
7:00

am

1940 - 49th Street South
St PCtC rsbu rs
L.
(727) 321-4986/888-447-PRAY (7729) • Fax (727)’321-3937
“PROPHETIC FIRE IS FALLING”
TAPE MINISTRY/DYNAMIC PRAISE & WORSHIP-

3300 - 31st Street South
St. Petersburg, FL 33712

Sundays 8 AM and 11 AM Worship
Sunday School 9:30 AM
Baptist Training Union 4:30 PM

................... Wed.

BREAKTHROUGH CHRISTIAN CENTER

am

Church School...........................9:00 A.M.
Morning Worship......................10:00 A.M.
New Member Class . . .Tuesday 6:15 P.M.
Rev. Roosevelt Hardy
Pastor

L

PRAYER 30 MINUTES

BEFORE EVERYSERVICE

"Power Breakthrough Service"

11:00 AM
"A N ight of Prophecy" @ 7:30 PM Sunday
TUESDAY "WORD EXPLOSION” - 7:30 PM
(no more Thursday Services)

FRIDAY "JUBILEE SERVICE" 7:30 PM
RADIO MINISTRY- WRXB-1590 AM
Monday through Friday 6:00-6:15 AM

Sundays 9:30-10:00 AM
WTAN-1340 AM Sundays 4:30-5 PM

PASTOR/PROPHET
GLENN MILLER

Prayer / Bible Study ... .Tuesday 7:00 P.M.

Youth Bible Study . .. .Thursday 6:00

COME AS YOU ARE - NO DRESS CODE

"A Place of Healing and Restoration"

■
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cz & CL
“The Church Where
Everybody Is Somebody”.
Rev.

Marcus Burke, and

this 5th Sunday in

December the 31st, Mission
ary Sunday, both 8am and

11am.
8am, the Daisy Pierce/Fannie Williams Women’s Mis
sionary Society will be in

charge of the service. Lynette
Buchanan W.M.S. President
11am, the Young People

Prayer Revival, Jan 2nd-

name, revealing sickness and

5th, 7:30pm.
Watch Night ’ Service,
10pm December 31st. Special

disease. She wants to minister
to you and your family.

positive preaching, gifts of the
spirit, personal prophecy and

Madeline K Gordon will be
held at World Evangelism

prayers for the sick
/Plan now to attend.

Miller, Sr. Pastor.
Pastor
Gordon

world. She walks up and down
the aisles calling people out by.

9:30am with Mose Bell Super
intendent in chaige. Assisted

Services-Rehearsals-

by Assistant Superintendent
Anthony Macon, all officers

Meetings:
Noon Day Prayer service,
Wed. 12 Noon.

and members are asked to be

present. For transportation

Service/Bible

Mon. after the 3rd Sunday.

Y.P.D. Director. 8am the Mass
Choir will sing directed and

A.M.E. Church, Rev. Hardy,

Mass Choir Rehearsal,
every Tuesday 7pm.
Male Chorus Rehearsal,

the Youth Choir will sing
directed and accompanied by
Minister of Music Michael

Melvin, Joy Watkins, Rochelle
Jones and Simona Jones, with

Carlos Farley on the Drums.
For transportation to

Pastor and Greater Mt.. Zion
A.M.E. Church, Rev. Clarence
Williams, Pastor, St. Mark
A.M.E. Church, Rev. Keturah
Pittman, Pastor, and Collins

Thursday before the 3rd and

Temple A.M.E. Church, Rev.

Baitholew, Pastor. Beginning

Sunday 6pm.
Y.P.D., Meeting 3rd Sun

at 9:30p.m.
Hosted by Moore’s Chapel

day 4pm.
Women Growth Meeting,

Church Family, Rev. Bart-

2nd Sat. 11am.

n

7:45 AM •• Early Worship
•1.1:00 AM .. Worship

Tuesday:
7:30 PM .. Bible Study
Keel,

Pastor

600 Jones Street
Clearwater, FL
Ph* 443-2142

The church where everyone is always welcome! J

PEACEFUL ZION M.B. CHURCH
2051 - 9th Avenue South, St. Petersburg. FL 33712
Rev. FG. Jackson. Pastor

■

(813)822-2455

Church School.......... 9:30 a.m.
jgliiiiiiriy Worsh p
11 00 an
B TU

5 CO p

Wednesday Youth
Rehearsal
6 30pm

hi

Thursday Prayer i, Church

School Study

E vening Worship
6 00 p rp
Tuesday Evening
Bible Class......... .,,.7:30 p.m.

7 30 p m
1st & 2nd Saturdays SR.
Choir Rehearsal....11:00 a.m.
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GRACE FELLOWSHIP CENTER

Masjid Al-Muminin

4240 Central Avenue • St. Petersburg, FL 33711 • (813) 328-9412

Islamic Services

Jumuah Prayer - Friday 1:30 p.m.
Qur'anic Study - Sunday 11:00 a.m.
Taleem - 12:00 p.m.

Faith Memorial Missionary
Baptist Church
1800 - 18th Avenue S., St. Petersburg, FL
Reg. Bragg L. Turner, Pastor
Sunday School 9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship 11 a.m.
Membership Training 5 p.m.
Bible Study & Prayer
Meeting Tuesday 7 p.m.
“The Church That's Moving Forward Together"

ELIM

Seventh-Day
Adventist Church

801 - 6th Avenue S., St. Petersburg, FL 33712

INTERDENOMINATIONAL

FELLOWSHIP
CENTRAL

F
E
L
L

Sabbath School: 9 am
Morning Worship: 11 am

attend our worship services.
We are the Church where

by Associate Minister Pauline

Night Services.
Our end of the year Church

Climes. Baptism of Kevin

Conference will be held on

Christ is the center of attrac
tion, and the Word of God is

Andrews will also take place

Saturday, December 30,2000,

during our mid-morning ser

10am to 12 Noon. This is an

preached! We extend a warm
and cordial welcome to all

vice.
Come and be blessed and

important meeting. All mem

who will worship with us on
Sunday, December 31st. Sun

share with us as we lift the present
If you are seeking a
Lord’s Name in Praise, Prayer

day school will begin at
9:30am. Morning worship

Church home, we offer Travel
and Worship.
ers’ Rest to you! If you need
Weekly Activities:
Wed., 6pm - Youth Bible transportation to Church,
Study, 7pm - Prayer, Praise & please contact Brother Turner
Brooks or the Church (822Bible Study

service begins at 11am. Pastor
Browne will be officiating.

The Mass Choir will pro
vide inspirational music,
Men’s Ministry will perform

Doorkeeping duties, and the

Sun., 10:30pm - Watch God continue to be the focus
of your life in the year 2001.

C H

WHArS MISSING?
UR
WINGS OF FAITH CHRISTIAN CENTER
309 -15th Avenue North
St. Petersburg, FL 33704
Telephone (727) 804-6404
Bishop Ronald Moten, Pastor
Alfreda Moten, Co-Pastor
Biskop Ronald Moten and tke Wings of Faitk Ckuick Family would
like to extend to yon a personal invitation to worskip witk ns during
our sckeduled times:
Sunday Sckool
9:30 A.M.
M orning Worskip & Ckildren's Ckurck 10:45 A.M.
Prayer/Fasting
Intercessory Prayer & Bikle Class

Tuesday
Wednesday, 7:30 P.M.

Bethel Metropolitan
Baptist Church
3455 - 26th Avenue South • St. Petersburg, FL 33711
(727) 327-0554
"Church of The Open Door"
Sunday School 9:30 a.m.

Morning Worship 8:00 a.m. & 11:00 a.m.
GRACE

SERVICE
Sunday School
9:30-10:30
Morning Worship 10:30
Evening Worship 6:30
Wed. - Pray 7:00
Bible Study 7:30

Wed. NBC/AWANA/Bible Study/

o
tv

s

H
I
P

Praise & Prayer 7:00 p.m.
Thurs. Midday Bible Study

Phone
(813) 328-9412
NURSERYAND
CHILDREN’S
CHURCH
AVAILABLE

1 2:00 noon - 1 :OO p.rrk
Sat. Noon Day Prayer Hour
1 2:00 noon - 1 :OO p.m.

Pastor Leonard Wilson • Phone: 536-1890

St.

I

Tokn

Missionary

Baptist

Ckurck.

1500 N. Pennsylvania Avenue
Clearwater, Florida 33516
Ckurck Pko ne: 443-1945 Parsonage: 446-6056

Travelers Rest
Missionary Baptist Church

Rev. Fleming Tarve^ Pastor
Sunday Services

2183 - 22nd Avenue South
St. Petersburg, FL 33712
Church Phone: 822-4869
Residence: 824-6021

Sunday School
. ............. ................... ............................... 9:30 a.m.
Morning Worskip................................... ............................... ...
.11:00 a.m.

Baptist Training Union ....................... ............. ............... ............................ 5:00 p.m.
Evening Worskip................... .................. ...................6:00 p.m.
Weekly Services

Bible Class Monday, 7:00 p.m.
Prayer Meeting & Bible Study, Wednesday 7:00 p.w.

Mid-Morning Worship Service . . . .10:45 a.m.
Sunday School....................................... 9:30 a.m.
Prayer/Praise Service (Wednesday) . .7;00 p.m.

The ckurck where everybody is somebody ana Christ is *1L

Rev. Donald
F. Browne
"WE ARE THE CHURCH WHERE CHRIST IS THE CENTER OF ATTRACTION"

Mt. Zion Primitive
Baptist Church
3700 22nd Avenue S. • 321-0020
Elder Clarence L. Warren, Pastor

10th Street Church Of God
207 - 10th Street North, St. Petersburg, FL

Sunday School

..

Morning Worship

.. . 9:30 a.m.
..... .11:00 a.m.

Youth Hour: 1 Hour Before
Sunset

Sunday School .... . . . . . . ......... L . .9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship ...................................................11:00 a.m.

The church where everyone is welcome & the Spirit of Christ lives.

WEDNESDAY
Prayer Meeting: 7:30 PM

Wednesday Night Prayer Meeting/
Bible Study ...................... .............. ................... . .7:15 p.m.
Evening Worship (1st & 3rd Sunday)........... 6:00 p.m.

SteWart-Isom Memorial Christian Methodist

ELIM Junior Academy & Day Care Center

Episcopal Church
1820 Walton Street S., St. Pete, FL 33712

International Headquarters, Anderson, Indiana

(813) 327-0S93

V:"

Greater St. Paul
Missionary Baptist Church

Rev.. Calvin Hopkins

532 33rd Street S. • St. Petersburg, FL
Sunday School.................................. .. 9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship ............. ........... 11:00 a.m.
Evening Worship ... 6 p.m.
Baptist Training Union 5 p.m.
Tuesday Night
General Bible Study
Thursday Night Prayer
Meeting & Teachers Meeting

Rev. Clyde Williams

bers are prayerfully asked to be

Thurs., 7pm - Mass Choir 4869) by noon on Saturday.
Happy New Year and may
rehearsal.

CH

Except God build the
house they labor in
vain that build it.
Ps. 127:1

(727) 894-5246 /"823-1619

SATURDAYS

Word of God will be spoken

4th Sundays.
W.M.S., Wed. after 1st

With Allah's Name, The Merciful Benefactor, The Merciful Redeemer

Imam Wilmore Sadiki
3762 - 18th Avenue South
St. Petersburg, FL 33711
(727)327-8483

You are cordially invited to

[ "The Lord is great and is to be highly praised; His greatness

Sunday:

B.

Prayer

their sister churches, Bethel

Mt. Olive A.M.E. Church

Rev. J.

uary 27th, 10am

is beyond understanding." - Psalms 145:3

has

preached to thousands across
America and around the

held at Moores Chapel on Jan

of the services. Wear your
favorite hat Sandra Williams,

Petersbuig on Jan. 10-12 at
10:30am., Apostle Kenneth

at

Lay Oiganization-Meeting

woman’s ministry, powerful

with

begin

The Anne E. Heath area
meeting Y.P.D. meeting will be

in Watch Night Sendee with

Thousands have been
blessed through this anointed

World Famous Prophetess

Bell, 867-0601.
Church will

message.

Youth Choir (ages 5-12)
Rehearsal, Tues. 5:30pm.

Music Michael Melvin, 11am

14th at

iams will preach the second

tion Ministry.
Moore’s Chapel will share

Pastor Madeline K. Gordon

7:30pm, January

Transportation Ministry, Willie
F. Bryant, 894-6067, Anthony

Study Wed., 7pm.

accompanied by Minister of

Christian Center, located at
923 9th Street South, St.

holew will preach the first
message. Rev. Clarence Will

please contact the Transporta

Department will be in charge

Revival

church, please contact the

Moore’s Chapels Church Macon, 328-0022, Robert
Family welcome you to their ■ Golden, 867-0156 and Mose
services.

ington.
Miracle

CAT TA

MooresChapel A.M.E. Travelers Rest MB Church

World Evangelism
Christian Center

guest vocalist, Robert Wash

&

&

We welcome you at all times.

Sunday Sckool: 9:30 a.m. • Morning Worskip: 11:00
a.m.
Bible Study: Wednesday 7:00 p.m.
‘To God Be The Glory?’

955 - 20th Street SOuth

Galilee Missionary
Baptist Church

St. Petersburg, FL 33712

PhOne: 894-4311
Sunday School: 9:00 a.m.
Worship Service: 8:00 a.m. • 10:00 a.m.
Wednesday, Prayer Meeting: 7:00-8:00 p.m.
Wednesday, Bible Study: 8:00-9:00 p.m.
(Adult and Youth)

Pastor Louis M.
Murphy, Sr.

505 - 35th Street S. • St. Petersburg, FL • 327-3186
Morning Worship................................................ 7:45 a.m.
Sunday School..................................................... 9:15 a.m.
Mid-Morning Worship ...................................10:50 a.m.
Baptist Training Union ......................................5:00 p.m.
Mid-Week Worship ............. . .Wednesday 7:00 p.m.
Bible Study/Prayer Service . . . . .Thursday 7:30 p.m.
Come join us at the Church where everyone is Welcome!

Rev. Earnest Jones,
Pastor
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Volunteers Needed For AfricanAmerican Men’s Health Forum

Harram Court

TAMPA - Florida Cancer
Education Network (FCEN)
needs volunteers for their 2nd
African-American
Men’s

Health Forum, to be held Sat

urday, February 24, 2001 at
Hillsborough
Community
College, Dale Mabry Campus,

from 7:30am-2pm.

Volunteers are needed for
the day of the event Volunteer
opportunities will include
assisting with registration,
directing attendees to pro
grams, “runners”, and a variety

of other responsibilities.

Ihere will be complimentary

The African-American
Men’s Health Forum is a day
long event, which provides

breakfast and lunch served to
all attendees.

screening for Prostate Cancer,
Colon Cancer, Blood Pressure,
Cholesterol, and Diabetes.
There will also be educational

workshops and an opportunity
to hear motivational speaker
Les Brown. Attendance at this

Forum is open to the public
and FREE to all attendees.
Celebrity guest are currently
being booked for this event

ed to educating the public in an
effort to increase awareness
and promote early detection of

FCEN is appealing to all
segments of the Tampa Bay

cancer. FCEN’s focus has been

area to get involved and help in
our 2nd Annual African-

vocacy, research, support and
education of the public regard

American Men’s Health Fo
rum., If you are interested in

ing prostate cancer.

primarily directed toward ad

For more information con
tact the FCEN office in Tampa
at (813) 806-2800 or visit the

volunteering for this event

please call FCEN at (813) 8062800.
Florida Cancer Education

website at www.florida-can-

cer.org.

Network, a statewide non
profit organization, is dedicat

Residents Of Tampa Among First To Complete
Online Master's Program In Nursing-----------ST. LOUIS, MO - A

online MSN student Frank

national milestone in online

Amato of Tampa, FL. “I’ve

same regardless of the educa
tional format.

learning will be marked this

recommended the program to
many people.”

‘The online program is a
challenging one,” Ruchala

option in 1997 to respond to

“I get to study in the com-,
fort of my house and don’t

said. ’Tt’s the same quality edu

nurse practitioners, nurses with
advanced training who have

month at Saint Louis Univer
sity School of Nursing - an
achievement especially signifi

cant in light of the severe short
age of nurses with advanced

need to leave my children with
anybody else,” said student

training in the United States.

Sainf Louis University
School of Nursing was the first
in the nation to offer a com

versity I have been before.”

students. The SLU School of

Nursing established the online
the nationwide demand for

cation as our on-site program.
As with our on-site program, it

the ability to write prescrip
tions. People who have diffi

Zulma Colon of San Juan,

poses some challenging
coursework but with the con

Puerto Rico. “The level of edu-

venience of accessing the

gain access because the site

cation is unlike any other uni

removes geographical barriers

culty attending the university

plete online master of science

Patsy Ruchala, D.N.Sc.,

course anytime, day or night,
seven days a week. For stu
dents who don’t have access to

in nursing (MSN) degree pro
gram. This month the program
will graduate its first online

associate professor of nursing,

such advanced education in

serves as director of the mas

their local area, this is great
Students study with faculty

being students together from

who are the best in their areas

ka and Hawaii, and also from

of specialty.”

Puerto Rico, Canada and

students when nurses in Flori
da and Puerto Rico will

ter’s degree programs. She

said that all admission and
enrollment requirements are

receive graduate degrees from
Saint Louis University.

identical for students whether

Saint Louis University’s

they receive their education on

“The support for online
students has been more than I
have ever expected,” said

campus or via the World Wide

on-campus master’s degree
program for nurse practitioners
is designed to reach a broad
base of regional and national

Web. In addition, all graduate

program requirements are the

and connects students from a
national pool into a virtual
classroom. Current classes
13 U.S. states, including Alas

Japan.
For more on the program,

call the director of the master’s
degree programs at (314) 5778970.

"Hatred and bitterness can never cure the disease of fear;

only love can do that. Hatred paralyzes life; love harmonizes
it. Hatred darkens life; love illumines it."

- Martin Luther King, Jr.

bicycle helmets

Jacob’s Pillow Dance Festival
Announces Miami Audition Site
' BECKET, MA - Jacob’s

Those who live outside the

at (413) 637-1322 for video

Pillow Dance Festival will

150-mile radius should call
Jacob’s Pillow Dance Festival

application requirements.
other inquiries, please call
Call (305) 237-3341 for (413) 637-1322-

hold auditions at New World

seatbelts

elbow pads

audition directions only. For all

School of the Arts in Miami,
FL on Saturday, January 13th
Green Power Prayer Cloth E

for the School’s 2001 summer
workshops. The School at

Miracle

Jacob’s Pillow offers intensive

Are you in need? If You need help, "Let not your heart be troubled". 1 can help you with
every problem. Success, Love, Money, Job, Drinking, Smoking and Daily Needs.
Hundreds and thousands have been blessed by receiving the Miracle Prayer Cloth
through the mail. There is no problem that God cannot handle. If you need help, send a
$10.00 donation along with a self-addressed stamped envelope for your Miracle Prayer
Cloth. Write to:

workshops designed for the

professional development of
performers,

teachers

and

Blessings. God's Blessings Free!!!
“■

choreographers and the pre
Bishop Cleo
P.O. Box 3589
Ft. Pierce, Florida 34948

professional training of aspir

ing dancers. Workshops are
taught by award-winning,
nationally recognized faculty

and take place amidst the

international Jacob’s Pillow
Dance Festival. Auditions are
being held for the following
workshops: Cultural Tradi

tions: The Breath of Africa,

Are you doing what God wants you to do^

You've gotten everything possible
to PROTECT your child from harm.

Need Your Ministry Degree?
Heme

What's protecting him from your second-hand smoke?

Modem: Contemporary Voic
es, and Jaw Paths to Broad

• Second hand smoke contains over 4,000 harmful chemical

way. Those interested in Bal

compounds, including carbon monoxide, formaldehyde,

let: Studio to Stage Artistry

ammonia, nickel, zinc, acetone, cholesterol, hydrogen cyanide

and Choreographer-Compos

and formic acid. -

er Lab workshops should con

tact Jacob’s Pillow Dance Fes
tival by calling (413) 637-1322

Second hand smoke causes respiratory problems in children

like asthma, bronchitis and irritation to the eyes, nose & throat

or .via the web site at
www.jacobspillow.org
tor

as welt as over 3,000 lung cancer deaths annually

application requirements.
Registration for the audi

Second hand smoke contributes to more than 6,200 preventable

tion will begin at 10am. Appli

childhood deaths per year.

cants must arrive in time to
register and warm-up before
the audition class begins. The

audition runs from 11am to
lpm. Applicants who live
within 150 miles of an audition
site must audition in person.

A message from

' Florida
Department
, of Health
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F INAL Respects / Obituaries
St. Pete

Final Rites

SCHOFIELD, WILLIAM PERNELL, 38, died December 15, 2000.
Survivors include his mother, Mattie
Schofield, St. Petersburg; two broth
ers, Robert Schofield, Jr., Philadel
phia, and Dana Schofield, St. Peters
burg; three sisters, Vemita (Byroa)
Brown, Barbaretta Schofield and
Cheryl Flounary, all of St. Peters
burg; 22 nieces and nephews; 11
great nieces and nephews; two
uncles; one great uncle; two great
aunts; two. Godsisters; and several
cousins, other relatives and friends.
Smith Funeral Home, St. Petersburg.

Clearwater
BULLARD, MACK, SR., 82,
died December 18, 2000. Survivors
include four sons; three daughters;
one brother; 22 grandchildren; 10
great-grandchildren; and several
cousins and friends. Creal Funeral
Home, St. Petersburg.
FLEMING, DWIGHT S„ 39,
died December 13, 2000. Survivors
include one daughter, Dallisha Flem
ing, Newton, GA; his mother, Leola
Bleming, St. Petersburg; his father
and stepmother, James S. and Margie
Fleming, St. Petersburg; three broth
ers; one sister; and several other fam
ily members and friends. Creal
Funeral Home, St. Petersburg.

Final Rites

Gainesville; three sons, Jeffrey Ward,
Connecticut, Eric (Kelly) Turner, and
Jason Ward, both of Gainesville;
seven brothers; five sisters; 13 grand
children; and several great aunts,
aunts, uncles, cousins, nieces,
nephews and friends. Chestnut
Funeral Home, Gainesville.

na Richardson, all ot 'Gainesville;
two special nieces, Tamaria E. and
Tallishia L. Henderson, Gainesville;
several aunts and uncles; one greataunt; three Godchildren; several
Godsisters and Godbrothers; special
friends, Mattie Hall, Wanda Baker,
Gwendolyn Hall and John Castleman, all of Gainesville;, and several
cousins and caring friends. Chestnut
Funeral Home, Gainesville.

WARD, JETHRO, 50, died
recently. Survivors include his exwife, Odessa Ward; five daughters,
Tma Ward, Connecticut, Mary Cle
ments, Shelia Ward, Kawanna Whet
stone and Regina Ward, all of
HOWARD, LATANYA LYN
ETTE, 26, died December 8, 2000.
Survivors include her parents, Lillie
B. Howard and John I. Howard; one
sister; three nieces; one nephew; two
great-nephews; one great-niece; four
aunts; one uncle, and a host of
cdusins, other relatives, and friends.
Young's Funeral Home, Clearwater.

HENRY, WALLACE, SR., 79,
died December 14, 2000. Survivors
include seven sons; one daughter; 40
grandchildren; 15 great-grandchil
dren; tliree brothers; one sister; one
aunt; and several nephews, nieces,
cousins and friends. Creal Funeral
Home, St. Petersburg.

Final Rites
JAMES, MISSOURI L., 84,
died December 10, 2000. Survivors
include her daughter, Carolyn Lee,
Gainesville; three sons, Harrington
(Ora Lee) Debose, C.J.grandchildren;
six great-grandchildren; and several
nieces, nephews, cousins and friends.
Chestnut Funeral Home, Gainesville.
RICHARDSON, DEBORAH,
42, died December 5, 2000. Sur
vivors include her father, Sloan
Richardson, Gainesville; three sis
ters, Valerie L. (Garry) Harden, Eve
lyn R. (Jbhn) Henderson, and Kaytri-

Final Rites

JACKSON, SARAH P., 88, died
December 7,2000. Survivors include
her husband, Clemon L.F. Jackson,
Sr.; her children, Mr. and Mrs. Carl
ton A.B. Jackson, Atlanta, Yvonne N.
Jackson Bazamore, Brooklyn, and
Mr. and Mrs. Clemon L.F. Jackson,
Jr., Brandon; one sister, Estelle
Armore; 11 grandchildren; 26 great
grandchildren; one great-great grand
child; and several other family mem
bers and friends. Cunningham's
Funeral Home, Ocala.

i Creal Funeral
Homes

I Seventh Avenue Chapel
1940 7th Avenue South
St. Petersburg. FL 33712

Gainesville
GLASS, LORENZO "RED", 80,
died December 13, 2000. Survivors
include one daughter, Brenda Alston,
St. Petersburg; one sister, Willie Lou
Brown, Nashville; one niece, Ruth
Cage, Nashville; three grandchildren,
Candice Osborne, Tezra Alston and
Nathaniel Johnson, all of St. Peters
burg; and several other family mem
bers and friends. Creal Funeral
Home, St. Petersburg.

Ocala

896-2602

■

Dr. M.L King St. Chapel
2025 Dr. M.L. King Street South
St. Petersburg. FL 33705

StatQ Approved Pre-Funeral
Arrangement Plan
| Burial Service • Funeral Service
Cremation Service • Shipping Service
Serving From nvo Convenient Locations

DON’T LEAVE YOUR FAMILY IN DISTRESS!!
You CAN be insured TODAY.
Call: Prince Matt, Jr., Licensed Pre-Need Specialist for:
Zion Hill Mortuary Inc.
1700 49th Street South
St. Petersburg, Florida
LOVE, JOANN
BROWN
SMITH, 55, died December 7, 2000.
Survivors include her husband, Larry
Love; four sons; four brothers; seven
sisters; 19 .grandchildren; six God
children; a special niece, Reva Beard;
and several aunts, uncles, nieces,
nephews; cousins and. friends, especially Lois Wilcox. Smith Funeral
Home, St. Petersburg.

MERRITT-SMARR, AMY, 54,
died December 21, 2000. Survivors
include her husband, Charles Smarr;
two daughters, Althea EdwardsBingham, St. Petersburg, and Pamela
Williford,'Boston; one stepdaughter,
Stephanie Coston, St. Petersburg; one
son, Antonio Martin, St. Petersburg;
12 grandchildren; one aunt; two
nieces, five nephews; five cousins;
and three sisters. Creal Funeral
Home, St. Petersburg.

(727) 328-0466
Bus. PH
(727) 867-4246
Home
(727) 426-1106
Pager
Dwayne E. Matt, Funeral Director &
Prince Matt, Jr.
Mortician
• Prepaid insurance is available for everyone, regardless of your
health problems (even if the client is in a nursing home).
• A variety of options are open to you, such as:
•
•
•
•

Complete Traditional Service with Burial.
Graveside Service.
Full Traditional Service with Cremation.
Direct Cremation with "Scattering of the Ashes at Sea"

MORNING GLORY
FUNERAL HOME

Formerly Independent Funeral Services

7402 Nebraska Avenue,
Tampa, FL
(813) 236-1309 or Toll Free
(888) 210-2209

PULLINGS, SHIRLEY PEARL
J., 44, died recently. Survivors
include her husband, Artis Pullings,
Las Vegas; her daughter, CaShawnda
Pullings, Lakeland; her mother, Mae
Ola Johnson, Ocala; one sister, San
dra (Nathaniel) Brown, Ocala; four
brothers, Eugene Larry and Bernard
O'Steen Johnson, Ocala, Franklin and
Willie James Johnson, Jr., Philadel
phia; and several nieces, nephews,
cousins, Godchildren, other relatives
and friends. Summers Funeral Home,
Ocala.

•Tampa* St.
Pete • Clearwater • Winter
Haven • Lakeland • Mulberry •
Bartow • Dade City
•All Surrounding Areas

MR. HAROLD JONES,
Owner
Elder Robert Sturgis
Chief Executive

PLAN B

PLANA

jk Young's

f

isi

V. Funeral
Home

A Full Service Firm

Robert C. Young
Funeral Director
Since 1975
1005 Howard Street
(Corner So. Greenwood Ave.
& Howard)

Clearwater, FL

442-2388

TRADITIONAL
BURIAL

DIRECT
CREMATION

PLAN D

PLANC

$1,299.00

$499.00

(Cloth Covered Caskets)

INCLUDES:

INCLUDES:

Basic Services Of
Funeral Director
And Staff
Transportation Of
Remains
Refrigeration
Arrangement Conf.
■ Filing Of All Legal
Documents
1 Cremation
Service Vehicle
’ Return Of
Cremanins

1 Basic Services Of
Funeral Director and
Staff
1 Transportation Of
Remains
' Embalming
■ Arrangement Conf.
■ Filing Of All Legal
Documents
1 Viewing/Service
1 Hearse And Lead Car
1 One Family Car
1 Cloth Covered (Grey)

TRADITIONAL
/DELUXE

TRADITIONAL
BURIAL

$1,999.00

$3,499.00

(20 Gauge Steel Casket)

(18 Gauge Steel Casket; Top
Of The Line Selection, 22)

INCLUDES:

INCLUDES:

Basic Services Of Funeral
• Basic Services Of Funeral
Director and Staff
Director and Staff
• Transportation Of Remains Transportation Of Remains
Embalming
• Embalming
Arrangement Conf.
• Arrangement Conf.
Filing Of All Legal
• Filing Of All Legal
Documents
Documents
Viewing/Service
• Viewing/Service
Hearse And Lead Car
• Hearse And Lead Car
Two Family Cars
• One Family Car
• 20 Gauge Casket (Bronze -18 Gauge Casket; 22
Selections To Choose From
or Copper)
(Top Of The Line)

The Poor Man* s Friend
(Cemetery Charges Not Included)

fVNElUU

CUNNINGHAM'S
Funeral Home, P.A.

“{Juafifv and Service

"Your Friends Who Care"
SERVING THE MARION COUNTY COMMUNI
TIES SINCE 1953 AT AFFORDABLE PRICES
Charles S. Chestnut, III, L.F.D., - Charles S. Chestnut, IV, L.F.D.
Larry M. Saunders, L.F.D.
18 N.W, 8th Avenue. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
.(352) 372-2537
P.O. Box 592 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
.(352) 377-6128
Gainesville, FL 32602 .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Fax: (352) 377-5678

LINCOLN MEMORIAL GARDENS
WITH PERPETUAL CARE
CREMATION IS AVAILABLE

{Summers Cfimer#/ ^ome
''Personalized with the Utmost Dignity,
, Confidence and Understanding"

Licensed Funeral
Directors

A.L. CUNNINGHAM
FELIX SNOW

Limousine Rental Service

351-0566 ............ .. .......................... Lillie T. Shelton, L.F.D.

732-5354
732-5355

732-5353

2238 NW 10th St.. .................. ,*.Alvis Summers, L.F.D.

Ocala, Florida 34475 ............. .Notary Public

434 N.W. Martin Luther King Jr. Ave., Ocala, FL

Dwayne E. Matt

Immaculate Matt

Ceremony.
For Peace of Mind for you and your family, make your appointment

Zion Hill Mortuary Inc.

today.

(7*7) 3X8-0466
1700 - 49th Street South • St. Petersburg, FL 33707 ?

Thanks
McRAE
FUNERAL HOME
SINCE 1928

Dwayne E. Matt, Licensed Mortician

to the many families who called
McRae in their time of need - we
take this opportunity to once
again say “Thank you for trusting
us to serve you!”

Prince Matt, Jr.

Edna L. Matt

"Service is the Soul's Highest Calling*

SMITH FUNERAL HOME
Since 1987

The owners, management and staff

"Taking Time To Serve Others"
There are over 50 deciSionS
to make at the death of a

loved one

Your firSt deciSion may be

the moSt important one
Don McRae

Benjamin F. Lawson

Benjamin E. Lawson

Carolyn Wynn

Consider us first
for

McRae

Funeral Home
1940 MLK St. S.
St. Petersburg
895-6005 '

QUALITY AND AFFORDABLE
SERVICE
t)

Phone 727-894-2266

Fax 727-821-8728

(24 Hour Service)

Rev. Willie Whiting

V

Watson Haynes

March Bell Jr.

1534 18th Avenue South - St.Petersburg, Florida 33705
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Classified Ads... Sure to get results!
GET PAID TO TRY LONG
DISTANCE, PAGER, CELLULAR,
AND/OR INTERNET SERVICE.
CALL (727) 466-6653

The Hospice
THE HOUSING
AUTHORITY

Caring for Pinellas
County, Florida since
1977

OFiHccrrrornKicauM.njouM

Allene Gammage-Ahmed

A Unique Profession!!

LEGAL NOTICE » LEGAL NOTICE » LEGAL NOTICE

An Affiliate of
The Weekly Challenger
(727)896-2922
•Photography & Journalism
• Advertising • Special Events
• Church & Business Functions
• Class & Family Reunions

Hands-on care of the
terminally ill.
Accepting Applications

The St. Petersburg Housing Authority (SPHA) has updated its
Agency Plan in compliance with the Quality Housing and Work
Responsibility Act of 1998. A public hearing will be held at:

Where Every Occasion Is A Special Occasion"

RNs, LPNs
SPHA's Graham Park Auditorium
305 MLK 9th Street South, St. Petersburg, Florida
Thursday, January 4, 2001 at 2:00 PM

(FL License Required)
& HHA./CNAs

(Both FL cert, needed)
586-4432
300 E. Bay Drive
Largo, FL 33770-3770

Everyone is invited.
The Agency Plan is available for review from 8:00 AM to 5:00
PM, Monday through Friday at these locations in St.
Petersburg:

• SPHA's Central Office - 32505th Avenue North
• James Park Management Office - 1051 3rd Avenue North
• Jordan Park Management Office - 2240 9th Avenue South
• Graham Park Management Office - 305 MLK-9th Street
South

Quality Control Positions Available

MECHANICAL INSPECTORS
1st and second shift available for Mechanical Inspectors. Must
have the ability of working in a fast pace precision machine
shop, have a working knowledge of geometric tolerancing, basic
mechanical inspection equipment and C.M.M. operations.
$11.00-$15.00 PER HR.

Walter's Security
Service Is

ON GUARD!

Providing Professional Security
Personnel At Your Service
Anytime Day Or Night

In the District Court
MOHAMMED OUAHIDI V. MICHELLE C. CONS

TO: MICHELLE C. CONS

O.E.

Take notice that a pleading seeking relief against you has been
filed in the above-entitled action. The nature of the relief being
sought is as follows: Absolute Divorce.

WE ARE A DRUG & SMOKE FREE WORKPLACE

HEALTH INFORMATION SPECIALIST SUPERVISOR TO SUPER

READ A
NEWSPAPER
EVERY DAY
PLEASE
SUPPORT OUR
PAPER BV
SUPPORTING
OUR
RDUERTISERS

PleaSe Submit
Your LetterS
To W
JOeeklXJ
(EJjallcttger @
2500 M.L.
King St S.
St. Pete 33705

You are required to make defense to such pleading no later
than February 19, 2001 and upon your failure to do so the party
seeking service against you will apply to the court for the relief
sought.

VISE ADMITTING/MEDICAL REC
ORDS, PINELLAS COUNTY HEALTH
DEPT. IN ST. PETE, RHIA OR RHIT
CERTIFIED WITH 1 YR. EX. SALARY
23K-36K; FULL BENEFITS, CON
TACT MARILYN CARR @ (727) 8246926, M-F, 8-5, EEO/AA

Water

Non Profit Organizations

We will design your
website
**

Employment Division
Office is Located at
One 4th St. N., 4th Floor
Mon., Wed., Fri. Only

FREE
727 540 9525

Armed & Unarmed Security Officers
Personal Body Guards
Building & Block Patrols
Armed Courier Service
Radio Dispatched Fleet
Private Investigators
Surveillance Teams

INTERESTED APPLICANTS SHOULD CALL
823-4550 OR 824-2817.
Fully bonded and insured.

Is A Dangerous Problem

GREENWAY
DEVELOPMENT

FOR INFORMATION ON

Car Jack Alarms
CALL ■

AUTO SECURITY
-NSOUND

(727)323-5959

1427 34th St. S.

Architects & Construction
Management
for
new
homes/room additions.
(727) 327-1935 or 323-4262

MAIL SUBSCRIPTIONS
$30.00 - Yearly • $15.00 - 6 Months
Address.

Zip Code

Is this a renewal?___ If so, who is your carrier?_

FtORlOA CONCEALED

Due to the rising cost of printing,
Carrier Delivery will now be:

WEAPONS SAFETY CLASSES

1 Year - $18.00

MEETS THE CONCEALED

6 Months - $9.00

CARRY REQUIREMENTS

Make checks payable to:

-Rkreklu QIlptHenger

PRIVATE LESSONS
.
AVAILABLE

CALL: 727-323-4262

INTERVIEWS WILL BE HELD FROM
NOW THRU JANUARY 10, 2001

CAR-JACKING

2500 Dr. M L. King Street, St. Petersburg, FL 33705

City___

ATTENTION

WWW.FULLBELLY.COM

THE WEEKLY
CHALLENGER

C Lass ili Eds

GREAT RATES
CALL 896 2922

Helen M. Oliver
State Bar No. 24434
Hatch, Little & Bunn, L.L.P.
Attorneys for Plaintiff
P.O. Box 527
Raleigh, NC 27602
(919) 856-3940

CITY OF

Corporate/Private/Commercial
Hiring 60 licensed unarmed Security
Guards to work major sporting event
in Tampa from January 15fh thru
January 29, 2001. Pay starting at 7.50
per hr. to 12.00 per hr. Guards will work
in 8 hr. shifts..

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

'

This the 14th day of December, 2000.

ST. PETERSBURG

EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

AdvERTISE IN
Jffieefelg ©jalUnger

Sealed bids will be received by the Purchasing and Materials
Management Director, City of St. Petersburg, Municipal
Services Center, 5th Floor, One 4th Street North, St. Petersburg,
Florida, 33701 for: 910-25 Two-Year Contract for Floor
Maintenance for Police Complex, Proposal No. 5792,
Mandatory Pre-bid Conference will be held at .10:00 AM,
Thursday, January 4,2001 located at Police Complex, 1300 First
Avenue North, St. Petersburg, FL. If a representative from your
firm does not attend the mandatory pre-bid conference, your firm
will not be permitted to suhmit a bid. Bid Opening at 3:00 PM,
Tuesday, January 23, 2001. The City of St. Petersburg, Florida
reserves the right to accept or reject any and all bids. The City
reserves the right to waive technicalities on bids. The decision as
to what constitutes a technicality shall rest solely with the City
of St. Petersburg, Florida. Louis Moore, CPPO, Director of
Purchasing and Materials Management.

NOTICE OF SERVICE OF PROCESS BY
PUBLICATION STATE OF NORTH
CAROLINA WAKE COUNTY

C.M.M. INSPECTION PROGRAMMER
1st shift position available for experienced C.M.M. Programmer.
Must be able to interpret complex blue prints, establish and exe
cute programs to verify geometric toleranced features and to cre
ate documented instructions for continued production program
use. $13.00 - $16.00 PER HR.

H. & S. SWANSONS' TOOL COMPANY
9000 68TH STREET NORTH
PINELLAS PARK, FL 33782

CITY OF ST. PETERSBURG, FLORIDA
NOTICE TO OFFERORS

Ori&S March 21 to April 19

■Be ready for extra attention from your spe
cial someone on the 26th. At work. lastminute time off will be a nice surprise. Unex
pected holiday guests may' pop in pn the
LJih. so keep unmarked gifts on hand.

IUf**US

You can find The Weekly Challenger
at the following locations:

PICK OF
THE
WEEK!
F LOBID A

LOTVO

2-10-11
29-30-49

CA$H 3
325 178 226
457
276 598 041
4-6 1-3 5-2
8-6 5-7 4-1

IN CLEARWATER
• Charle's Barber Shop, 1405B N. Myrtle Ave.
• B&T Dept. Store, 1841 Highland Ave. N.

I

A&A Cafeteria, Greenwood and Carlton
Delric's Seafood, 1616 N. Ft Harrison Ave.
Eva's Beauty Box, corner of Greenwood &
Carlton Street
John's BarberShop, 1400 N. Greenwood
Ave._
Nick's Econo Mart (Si Missouri AVe. &
Woodlawn)
Ozzie's Palace of Bdauty
Grande Monde, 1841 Highland Ave N., Suite 3
Ebony City, 1841 Highland Ave. N., Suite 1
MVJ, 1409 N. Betty Lane
Wendy's Palace, 1411 N. Betty Larie
Evans Cosmeteria, 1706 N. Fort Harrison Ave.
Hairealistics, 1405A N. Myrtle Ave.
C&C Hair-Design, 702 Greenwood
Condon Gardens Housing Authority
MaccaBee's Restaurant & Lounge
Safehouse, N. Betty Lane
Ross Norton Recreation Center
Winn-Dixie, Highland Plaza
North Greenwood Library
IN LARGO
Baskin Cleaner, 1317 Baskiin Dr.
Hair Is It, 11447 Ulmerton Rd.
Helen Hair & Beauty Supplies, 11461
Ulmerton Rd.
Baskin Cafe, Baskin Drive
Helm & Sons Cafe
Rudy's Rib Shack
Handy Corner Foods, 2325 119th St. N.

Sept 23 to Oct 22

A family flare-up on the 25th will be averted
when you diplomatically step in. On the
26th, a belated card could due you in to a
pal's true situation. A romantic encounter
will leave you breathless on the 27th.
^COrpiO Oct 23 to Nov 21

April 20 to May 20

Look your best at a Christmas Eve gath
ering, 'cause romance is in the air! On the
29th, a loved one's admission may shock
you. but don’t let it show. Remaining objec
tive will help her see the error of her ways.
May 21 to June 21

IN TAMPA
• Big John Bar-B-Q on 40th Street
• Bar-B-Q King, Hillsborough Ave, & 34th St.
• Marrison Drugs, 34th Street
• Jackson Foods, 34th Street
• Cole Barber Shop, 3407 E. Buffalo Avenue
• College Hill Drug, 22nd Street
• Lee Davis Center, 22nd Street
• Tampa UrbaVi League, Tampa Park Plaza
Bar-B-Q King on Main Street
• B-Beautiful Beauty Salon, 3222 34th Street
N„ 248-5683
• Geliy's Beauty Supply,.2301 Hillsborough ,
Ave., 238-0351
• Manilla Lounge, 7th Avenue
• Grace's Lounge, Albany Avenue
• Boogie's Lounge, Main St. & Howard Ave.
• Tampa Housing Offices, College Hill
• Howard's Barber Shop on Main Street
• Best Bros. Grocery & Deli, Howard Avenue
& Chestnut Street
• Amoco Gas Station on Nebraska & 7th Street
• Orient Meats on Orient Road
• Continental IGA Food, 22nd Causeway Blvd.
• Kilbride Insurance off Nebraska
• Cicely's Beauty Supplies, Palm River Plaza
• Rent Club, Palm River Plaza
• Pal's Pre-School, Palm River Plaza
• Tampa Hair on North Florida
• Golden Comb on Main Street
• Johnnie's Barber Shop, Main Street
• 7-11, Temple Terrace Highway

£ibra

Exercise caution when a loved one
pitches a joint financial venture; she
may not have all the facts yet. Make
time for love on the 28th—your mate
will be very appreciative!

Sagittarius Mtobca

Try .to remain flexible this week. Gemini. . Your upbeat attitude will lift the spirits of a
>t s the surest way of enjoying the holidays!
friend on the 23rd. On the 25th, you’ll be
On the 2Sth. an unexpected visitor will pro
responsible for no one’s good time but
vide you with an answer you've been
your own! Creative budgeting on the 28th
searching for-—al! you have to dc is listen.
will put your finances in the black.

Cancer June 22 to July 22

Capricorn Dec22tojai»

Your energy returns full force on the 23rd.
just in time for the holidays! On the 25th.
someone you thought you'd lost will
reappear. An unexpected marriage will
bring joy to the family on the 29th.

Don’t go overboard with holiday prepara
tions—you'll be missed if you’re always in
the kitchen! On the 25th, feelings of nos
talgia wii! brighten the day. Financial news
on tlie 26th wilt have you whooping in relief.

;G July 23 to Aug 22

New beginnings are a possibility on the
25th. A romantic 27th will have you walk
ing on air! Move Heaven and Earth to meet
a deadline on the 29th; it II practically guar
antee more cash in your pocket

Irgo Aug 23 to Sept 22
On the 23rd, an honest discussion with a
family member wM get you a wetdeserved
apology. The 25th is best spent quietly with
loved ones, reflecting on the joy you’ve
brought to each other’s lives.

Otq uanus Jan 20 to Feb 18
You may have to accept a difficult truth on
the 23rd, but once you do, your burden will
be lifted, and you’ll be much happier! Check
yourself during post-holiday sales—it’s not
a bargain if you won’t really use it
^ISCeS Feb 19 to March 20

A wished-for gift will delight you on the
23rd. Given the choice between attending
a big bash on the 29th or spending an inti
mate evening at home, the stare say the
latter will do your heart the most good!

Joe's Mobil Station, 11301 SW Ulmerton
Rd. & Ridge Rd.

I
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ChicagoanS ViSit SunShine Clang, Clang, Clang, A Christmas Surprise
City For Holidays------------ Goes The Trolley...
ST.

PETERSBURG -

The

St. Pete Beach. Connections

newest addition to public
transportation in Pinellas

will also be available between
the Suncoast Trolley and the

County will appear on Decem
ber 31st in the form of rubber
wheeled trolleys, along with

existing trolley service in the

the 10’s, Glen Thompson, Jr.,
as determined to drive his wife

Carla to St Petersburg for a

the regular service adjustment.

short getaway and to visit his
dad, Glen Thompson, Sr. and

The Pinellas Suncoast Transit
Authority (PSTA) introduces

exciting new service will

trolley transportation to the

PSTA’s system. Regular cash
far is one dollar, with unlimited
transit passes or “GO Cards”

CLEARWATER -

Despite tlie blizzardous weath

er in Chicago where the tem
peratures had dipped below

family.
It had been more than 15

beach communities from PassA-Grille to the Sheraton Sand

years since Glen, Jr., had been

to the Sunshine City and things
had changed greatly to his

coast Beach Trolley” will run
every half-hour from 5:45am

regular PSTA equipment. Like

■B

to 10pm Monday through

will have single-day GO Cards

■

Sunday including holidays,

available

along Gulf Boulevard. These
historic reproductions will

equipped to transport bicycles,
and he wheelchair accessible.

serve designated locations set
approximately every tenth-of-

The initial trolleys running

the routes will be on loan to

a-mile along the route.

PSTA while the uniquely col

To carry passengers to the
beach in style, long standing

built. The final trolleys will be

PSTA Routes 3 and 35 will

dual-powered

now be using new 35-foot trol

equipped to handle Diesel Fuel

Glen Thompson, Sr., Carla Thompson and

Glen Thompson, Jr.

her very first trip to the State of

ilgg

ing snow, skidding on Win ice

or being shut in the entire time,
they were welcomed by a

HllSsStf

much better climate, warm
weather and lots of sunshine.

Jw

“It’s like paradise, I can’t
believe it,” Carla exclaimed.

remain the same as the rest of

available for one, seven, or

the other hand was enjoying

ently wonderful experience for
the tourists. Instead of shovel- ,

ter and St. Petersburg.
The fare structure on this

Key; and connector routes
between the coast and down
town St. Petersburg. The “Sun

amazement. Carla, his wife, on

Florida.
Spending the holidays this
year turned out to be a differ-

downtowns of both Clearwa

3T

■

thirty-one days and allow for
transfers between trolleys and

all PSTA vehicles, the trolleys

on

board,

be

ored, permanent versions are
by

engines

ley vehicles instead of buses,

and Compressed Natural Gas

She was like a kid at play hav-

and will connect Williams

(CNG), which will allow the

ing so much fun picking and

Park in St. Petersburg to the

trolleys to be both quiet, and

tasting the succulence of fresh

Beaches via Central Avenue.

environmentally friendly. Ch

Florida fruit right from the
back yard. It was a breathtak

The Route 3 will travel over
the Treasure Island Causeway

anges will also be made tq
Routes 9, 14, 16, 22, 30, 35,

ing experience for her, a story

and connect to the Suncoast

59,66,71,74, and 75 effective

she can’t wait to go back and
tell to her 3rd and 4th grade

Beach Trolley on Gulf Boule

December 31st. For more

vard. The Route 35 will be

information please contact

students.
Florida is one of the few

extended across the Corey

PSTA’s InfoUne at (727) 530-

Causeway where it will serve

9911 or TDD (727) 533-4411.

places where you can spend
the winter on sandy beaches,
collecting sea shells to take

back to your children. Glen
and Carla took time to check
out the Pier, BayWalk, Tyrone
Square Mall and visit some of

spend some quality time with

'dren. Glen Jr. and Carla

his sister.

the individuals who cared for

Glen Jr., 29, has a military

enjoyed the visit to St. Petersburg where there is a different

him as a small child. After

background, serving in the
U.S. Armed Forces and is a
..master builder. Carla is an elementary school teacher and
they have three beautiful chil-

world altogether - the quiet
serenity of an exceptionally
beautiful area. Carla loved it
here and looks forward to
returning real soon.

spending most of their time in
St Petersburg with his father
and brother, Jeremiah, the cou
ple traveled to Miami Beach to

SSI

There is a fee for
photos not taken by
a Weekly Challenger
photographer.

L-R: Bridgette and Barbara Norris

ST. PETERSBURG Guess who Santa Claus

Bridget! came home for

(but" not too far) in Atlanta,

the holidays to spend some

brought home for Christmas?

time with Mom, Barbara Nor-

Georgia.
“Bridgett, girl! Did you

Guess again! Yep, it was
Bridget! alright!

ns.

bring this cold air with you?’
Bridgett lives up North

Attend Kwanzaa Night
2000
and Girls Qub. Date: Friday,

Banyan Tree Project. Date:

There is still time to join in the

December

celebration of Kwanzaa; there

located at Boys and Girls Club
South Side Unit 1011 22nd

Sunday, December 31st (New
Year’s Eve) 8-llpm, located at

ST.

PETERSBURG -

6:30pm,

Street South, Contact: Jeanie

SoHo South Gallery and
Frame Shop, 2105 Central

Blue @ 821-3833.

Avenue, Contact: Kwabena

are five nights of activities left:
•UJIMA (Collective Work
and Responsibility)

29th,

Sponsored by: A New
Beginning. Date: Thursday,

•NIA (Purpose)

Sponsored by: Our Broth

Dinizulu @ 865-1690.
■ »IMANI (Faith)
Sponsored by: African

December 28th, 7pm, located

er’s Keeper, he. Date: Satur

at 524 Martin Luther King
Street South, Contact: Ben

day, December 30th, 6pm,

located at People of Color -

American Arts Council. Date:
Monday, January 1st (New

jamin H. Martin @ 821-5690.

861 6th Avenue South, Con

Year’s Day), 6pm, located at

•UJAMAA (Cooperative

tact: Kiambu Mudada @ 8209787.

Enoch Davis Center, 1111

Economics)
Sponsored by: Juneteenth

•KUUMBA (Creativity)
Sponsored
by:
The

and the St. Petersbuig Boys

18th Avenue South, Contact:
Leontyne Middleton @ 893-

7894.

Our hope for creative living...lies in our ability to reestab
lish the moral ends of our lives in personal character and

social justice."

-Martin Luther King, Jr.

City Encourages Recycling Trees
Into Yuletide Mulch————-----St. Petersburg residents

/Brush Sites. If a plastic tree

8am to 5:30pm Saturday and

Complexes: Place the trees in a

can find a second use for their

bag is used when dropping off

Sunday.

central location. When trees

Christmas tree by allowing the

the tree, it should be removed

The trees are ground into a

accumulate, apartment manag

city to recycle trees into deco

and placed in the bin provided

sweet smelling mulch which is

rative Yuletide mulch. The

for tree bags. Residents are

mixed with standard mulch

er should call Commercial
Sanitation, at 893-7351, and a

mulch is free to residents and is

asked to please remove lhe tree

and is available free at each

crew will be sent for pick-up.

also used to landscape city
parks, golf courses, and other

stand, all decorations, and

lights before discarding the

RecyclaMat/Brush Site daily,
residents should bring their

Complexes: Place trees beside

facilities. St. Petersburg Sanita

tree.

or behind the large metal
on regular collection days.

•1000 62nd Avenue NE

drop off their trees, here’s how
to take advantage of the on-site

•7750 26th Avenue North
•2500 26th Avenue South

pick-up:
•For Residential Houses:

that, when placing a tree out

•4015 MLKing/9th St.So.
. *3802 54th Avenue South

Place the tree no closer than

to remove the tree stand, all

three feet beside the garbage
container in the usual location

decorations, lights and plastic

•2453 20th Avenue North

tree immediately are encour

Hours are 9am to 5:30pm.

(curb or adley).

aged to drop it off at any one of

Monday through Friday; and

pick up of discarded trees in
the neighborhoods starting on
Wednesday, January 3,2001.
•Where to Drop Off Your
tree.

St. Petersburg residents
who want to dispose of their

RecyclaMat/Brush

Site

locations:

•For Large Apartment

Miami-Dade/Rroward/Palm Beach/Pinellas Counties

. ’For Smaller Apartment

own bags and shovel.
For residents not able to

tion crews will provide on-site

WORKING CAPITAL FLORIDA

dumpsters and pickup will be
•

$500 - $2,000

The city reminds residents

No Credit or Collateral

for pick up, please remember

$3,000 - $25,000

bags.
For further information,
call 893-7398 or 893-7360.

For Expansion
with credit & collateral

the city’s six RecyclaMat

NAACP Ranks Bank Of America
First In Industry Survey------ —
CHARLOTTE - Bank of
America has received the
highest overall grade given by
the National Association for
the Advancement of Colored

People (NAACP) in its first

Bank of America, with financial services to 30 million
total assets of $672 billion, is households, as well as interna
the largest bank in the United . tional corporate financial ser
States. It has full-service oper vices for business transactions
ations in 21 states and the Dis
trict of Columbia and provides

in 190 countries. The compa

ny’s stock is listed on the New
York, Pacific, and London

stock exchanges and certain
shares are listed on the Tokyo
Stock Exchange.

ff yati have a skill
or an idea for a business
and want to be self-employed.....

SAH: 1 -877-722-4505

consumer report card on the.

FREE INFORMATION MEETINGS 6-7 p.m.

banking industry. Bank of
America earned an overall
grade of B and an Afor philan

MAKE IT A
SPECIAL
PARTY!

thropic programs.

Fifteen commercial banks
with revenues of at least $5 bil

lion were surveyed by the
NAACP. The banks were

graded on employment, com

munity reinvestment, advertis
ing and marketing, vendor
development, and charitable
giving.
their communities, conducting
voter registration drives and

monitoring equal opportunity

in the public and private sec

tors.

MID PENINSULA SEAFOOD
MARWET « RESTAURANT

Petite Lobster Tails
Oysters in the
Shell
Shrimp Party Trays

400 - 49th St South
St. Petersburg, FL
327-3309
CALL FOR
323-3309
DETAILS
Mon.-Sat. 11 AM to 9 PM
Sunday... Gone Fishin'
.WHERE THE LOCALS BUY... FOR OVER 21 YEARS

Miami/Dade

i

Miami
Hialeah
Perrine

Broward/Palm
Beach
Ft Lauderdale
Hollywood

Business Training

Pinellas
Highpoint
Ridgecrest
St. Petersburg

Loans

Networking Support

Working Capital Florida is a private, nonprofit organization, serving the community by promoting Mlf-ompioymant.

Find us on the Web at www.workingcapitalllorida.org

